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1

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

convene this April 10, 1981, hearing held by the Joint

2

3

I would like at this time to

I

Legislative Committee on Revision of the Penal Code, a
Committee '.vhich I chair.
I would like to introduce a few people present.

5
6

Senator John Doolittle, from Sacramento, is seated to my left.

7

Hr.

8

immediate left.

9

my right.

10
11

Ed

Cohen, Chief Consultant to the Committee, is to my
Jennifer Moss, another staff attorney, to

We have a sergeant, Tony Beard, and another sergean ,

Lucio Lopez, here.
Should any of you wish at any time to qet a message

12

to me, please do so through the sergeant.

There will be

13

other members of the Joint Committee arriving this morning.

H

Cathie Hright is on her way from Ventura County, Assemblywoman

J5

Cathie Hright.

16

is on his way as well.

17

and convene this hearing.

18

reading a very brief opening statement before we hear from

19

our first witness.

Assemblyman Richard Alatorre, I understand,
!

20

But, at this point, I wish to go ahead I
And I would like to do so by

I first of all want to welcome those of you who

21

came to this hearing on child sexual abuse and molestation.

22

This is the second of a series of hearings being held by the

23

Legislature's

Joint

Committee for Revision of the Penal Code.

24

The alarming increase in reported cases of child

25

sexual abuse in California resulted in the Joint Cormai ttee

26

holding a hearing last December to determine the scope of the

27

problem and the areas in which legislation might be needed in

28

order to help reduce the high incidence of chil8 sexual abuse
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2
in this state.
2

The Joint Committee's findings have, thus far, been

3

most disturbing.

California's laws in this area lag far behind

4

other states which have revised their

s

efficiently and effectively with persons who molest children.

6

For example, there are no courtroom procedures in California

7

designed to lessen the psychological harm done to the victim

8

during the prosecution of a case.

9

on the victim caused by present courtroom procedures and

la~>,rs

to deal more

The psychological effects

10

prosecution methods are frequently every bit as serious and

11

long lasting as the criminal act itself.

12

not being trained to deal with child sex exploitation cases.

13

Agencies such as Big Brothers, which select people

Peace officers are

t4

to work closely with children, are not allowed access to

IS

information to determine if the applicant has a record of

16

convictions for sex offenses.

17

those who work within the criminal justice system that child

Hl

molesters gravitate to jobs or avocations where they come in

!9

close contact with children.

20

Yet, it is common knowledge to

Some common types of child molesting situations,

21

especially those involving family members, include those where

22

the same child is victimized over a period of several years.

23

By the time the crime is reported, it is often too late to

24

prosecute because the statute of limitations has expired.

25

In certain circumstances under present law, a

26

convicted child molester who has been determined to be a

27

mentally disordered sex offender can receive probation and

28

out-patient mental treatment.

The effectiveness of this
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3

rehabilitation program has been widely disputed.

•

2

offenders while on out-patient status have committed serious

3

molestations, a particularly outrageous example being the

4

murder of Amy Sue Sietz by Theodore Frank.

s

As Chairman of the Joint Committee for Revision of

6

the Penal Code, and also as Chairman of the Senate Judiciary

7

Committee, I have introduced a comprehensive package of six

s

bills designed to place California in the forefront by taking

9

the legislative steps necessary to reverse the increase in

10

child molesting crimes, and to make California's child

11

molestation laws the toughest in the nation.
Today, we have invited expert witnesses and other

12

•

Convicted

13

concerned citizens who have special knowledge in this area to

14

give us the benefit of their comments and suggestions in

15

connection with these bills.

16

copies of the legislation to review, and today, they will share

17

their thoughts with us .

lB

All have been given advance

Now, I might also comment that we may have the

19

opportunity today to secure testimony from an unusual source,

20

testimony that would be very helpful, very productive for this

21

Committee.

22

23

And that is testimony from a pedophile himself.
Now, I don't know if that individual is going to be

willing to come forward.

Needless to say, to disclose one's

identity in this fashion is something that is not easily done,
25
26

especially with TV cameras present, and other media present.
But, that is the type of testimony, should it

27

develop, that needless to say, would be particularly productive.

28

I hope that that individual does come forward, but if not, we
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4
1

certainly understand the reasons why it might not happen.
I, at this time, before calling the first witness,

2
3

would ask Senator Doolittle if there are any comments which he

4

would like to make before we commence hearing the first

s

witness.
SENATOR DOOLITTLE:

6

Mr. Chairman, I think this is

1

a subject of great concern and interest to all Californians.

8

I have received numerous pieces of correspondence pleading

9

for a strengthening of the Penal Code relative to these types

10

of crimes.

And I think as you so ably pointed out, we have

11

treated this far too lightly in the past, and hopefully, out

12

of today's hearing, we will be able to shed some light on the

13

direction we need to take.
CHAIRMAN R2HNS:

14

Thank you very much, Senator.

The

15

first witness will be Lloyd Martin, who is with the Los

16

Angeles Police Department, the Sexually Exploited Child Unit.

17

Welcome, Mr. Martin.

18

And I would like to ask you if you have had an opportunity to

19

review the bills that this committee developed after holding

20

hearings, including one here last December to secure citizen

21

input?

22

would like you to specifically address yourself to the questio

23

of whether or not this package of bills would help law

24

enforcement solve the problems which law enforcement has

25

encountered in this area over the years.

26

Ne appreciate the fact that you came.

And if you have been afforded that opportunity, I

MR. MARTIN:

Mr. Chairman, Members of the Committee,

27

it's indeed an honor for me to be back in front of this

28

particular committee.

I am here today representing the Los
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5

Angeles Police Department.
2

there, no one has given me the okay to specifically talk about

3

these bills.

4

city get the okay before I can comment on these.

6

bills, I think they are necessary.

7

important.

8

step in making children a priority within this state.

9

have not been.

10

•

Because of our procedures, we have to have the

My own opinion, and what I have read through these

5

•

And our policies and procedures

I think they are very

I feel that this kind of legislation is the first
They

They are considered second-class citizens.

The children that are involved, I v1ant the Committee

ll

to understand, really, we are talking about pedophilia.

12

pedophile, 99 percent of them would never force a child to

13

do anything.

11

these bills, stronger sentences and things like this.

J5

opinion, I think the Committee must understand that 99 percent

16

of the pedophiles would never force a child to do anything.

11

They seduce the child exactly the same way as I seduce my

18

wife, or, Senator Rains, you seduced your wife.

19

type of seduction.

2o

The

And I see a lot of force that's been put into
In my

It's that

To lump all of the bills together, I could say that

21

this is the best package that I have ever seen in the

22

protection of children.

23

about each bill, I will let you ask me any kind of questions

24

that you have from the CoiTII!littee.

25

CHAIPJ·'LZ\N RAINS:

Because I can't speak specifically

Thank you.

You have brought up one

26

point that perhaps I ought to explain.

27

say, "Why not put the entire package into one bill?"

28

is a tactical decision which I ultimately made.

There are those who
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And that

And the

6

reason I specifically made that decision is that in the event
2

that any one part of the bill, had it been one bill, might

3

cause it's defeat.

4

breaking it up into six different categories, it's my hope,

s

my anticipation that we are able to pass and secure the

6

signatube of the Governor with respect to each of the six.

7

But, should there be a particular problem, so that one or

8

another subject area encounters difficulty along the rather

9

torturous legislative path, we would be able to at least get

Vve would have lost everything.

By

10

the remainder of the package.

u

reason that we have broken it up into six different bills.
MR. MARTIN:

12

And it's for that tactical

One of the things that I would like to

13

say to the Committee, one of the bills, and I won't even

14

mention the number, is dealing with our volunteer programs

IS

which, we have someone from Big Brothers going to testify

J6

later.

17

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

18

MR. MARTIN:

19

1

Yes.

I think this is one area, and what I

have been told by pedophiles, and I have talked to over 4, 000,

20

that our volunteer programs are infiltrated by the pedophile

21

having access to children.

22

of limitations is very important.

23

I think the five years statute

Law enforcement I think now will be able to act in

24

the protection of children.

25

talking about, video taping the victim.

26

consider the victim before we consider the pedophile or the

27

suspect, child molester, whatever you want to call him.

28

Some of the things the bill is
I think we must

Certainly, there is some kind of psychological
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7

trauma that occurs to a victim for testifying.
2

it's a psychological trauma that happens to a child from being

3

molested is much more severe.
CHAIRMAN RAINS:

4

•

But, I believe

I happen to concur, and that's why we

5

have the emphasis on protection of the child victim in those

6

bills.

7

forgotten about the child victim, that person who most needs

8

society's help.

You are quite right, I think all too often we have

Mr. Martin, given your experience, and it's

9
10

virtually unsurpassed amongst peace officers in the country,

11

what prosecution problems have been, in your experience,

12

presented by the nature of this crime?
MR.

13

~mRTIN:

The biggest problem is recognizing

14

children as victims.

15

one to you.

!6

Reno, Nevada, to go to Disneyland.

17

Disneyland with the pedophile who was put out on the streets

HI

of Hollywood.

19

Park where he met two men.

2()

nude, and after they finished the photography session, two

21

men held him down while the other man forcibly sodomized him.

22

The man that held him down was given 31 days in the County

23

Jail.

24

in the County Jail.

25

to lose my job.

26

said, "Well, when is your vacation?"

27

she said, "Okay, you can serve your 36 days in July."

28

A good example, and I will just state

A 12 year old boy was brought down here from
But he didn't go to

They were taken over to a man's house in Echo
One of the men photographed him

The man that forcibly sodomized him was given 36 days
He stood up said, "Your Honor, I'm going

I have been on my job for 20 years."

And she

He said, "In July."

And

A child pornographer in Hacienda Heiqhts was just
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8

convicted, working in an undercover capacity.

He pled guilty.

2

We actually helped him process, and we felt we had nretty

3

good evidence.

4

suspended jail sentence, a $300 fine, and three years

s

probation.

We go to Court, he was given a one year

If Sacramento does not do something, the Legislature

6
7

does not do something to protect children -- mandatory

8

sentencing is what I am strongly in favor of.

9

necessary.

I think it's

You can pass all the laws in the world, but if the

10

judges are not giving the sentences to those laws, we are not

11

accomplishing anything.
CHAIRl"vlAN RAINS:

12

I am going, without question, to be

13

calling upon you in Sacramento as these bills begin to proceed.

~

The first hearing on them will be April 21, Tuesday after next,

1

15

at 10:00 a.m., before the Senate Judiciary Committee.

16

to Chair that Committee, and I am confident that I am going

17

to get the bills out of that committee.

18

going will become tougher.

19

and what you say about mandatory sentencing I hapren to agree

20

with, because the courts have been far too lenient in this

21

area.

I happe

But, thereafter, the

I am a former Drosecutor myself,

And although they are not as lenient as they used to be,
I

22

I think that we must have mandatory sentencing if in fact we are)

23

going to protect society in this area.

24

MR. MARTIN:

/

Well, another point I would like to

25

make, too, is the bill relative to the training.

26

people know anything about pedophilia.

27

28

Very few

And I am very honest

when I try to say that.
CHAIRMAN RAINS:

And that includes police officers.
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9

HR. MARTIN:
2

parents, prosecutors, judges and everybody.

3

see a child willingly given themselves up sexually for

4

attention and affection.

5

cra~y

6

certainly will.

They just don't

We will all do that.

things for attention and affection.

We all do

And our children

The only other comment I have is that I really feel

7

•

That includes everybody, police officers,

8

the children are in your hands right now.

We've not a chance

9

to do something, \ve 've got the community support, and I don't
L~gislature

10

think we can let this bypass us. I don't think the

ll

can.

12

areas, of what's going on, that they expect action on these

13

particular bills.

And I think people are well enough aware now, in some

14

SENATOR DOOLITTLE:

15

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

16

SENATOR DOOLITTLE:

Mr. Chairman.

Senator Doolittle.
I might just offer as an

17

observation, I think not only is the Judiciary who lags, in

18

this area, but the Legislature has been, specificallv, I think,

19

on the Assembly side.

20

much of a problem with this.

21

SB 213, two years ago, which did effect section 288, and dealt

22

in a significant way with consecutive sentencing and so forth,

23

and enhancements for priors.

24

Criminal Justice Committee to bifurcate section 288, and

25

provide for a forcible child molestation subsection.

26

think you pointed out quite well that in cases of child

I don't think the Senate has had so
But, I was involved in drafting

And we were forced in the

And I

27

molestation, the proving of force is often difficult.

28

think that we have done a great disservice to the children of
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And I

10
this state by this inordinate attention to the welfare of
2

potential child molesters.
J11R. MARTIN:

3

vvell, I do, I think l·le have to weigh

4

the two.

A pedophile is a human being, Senator Doolittle,

5

just like you and I.

6

when you put the pedophile over here and the child over here,

7

which one stands?

8

anybody's mind who we should protect, and who should we take

9

care of.

But, I think when you weigh these two,

And I don't think there's any doubt in

10

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

11

MR. MARTIN:

12

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

Thank you very much, Jl1r. Martin.

Thank you.
Your testimony, as always, is very

13

helpful.

The next witness will be Jill Haddad, who is

l4

President of Mothers of Bakersfield.

15

Mrs. Haddad, and will leave to your discretion comments which

16

you and I have discussed prior to this hearing, which you may

17

or may not wish to make, because I understand how sensitive

lB

the situation is.
MRS. HADDAD:

19

Yes, okay.

And I welcome you also,

Well, we will probably

20

do that at a little later time.

21

and with great pleasure address the specific bills, 586, 587

22

and 588.

23

a chance to protect our children and yours, I am certainly in

24

favor.

25

I would like to specifically,

I am in favor of all legislation,

Anytime we have

I am not speaking against the word "force" in 586.

26

I just would like to define force as per,

27

tell," which is a publication out of the state of VJashington.

28

They have certainly done something for their children in the

VIDEO I AUDIO RECORDING SERVICES, INC

"He told me not to

11

state of Washington.
They say force may involve taking advantage of

2

•

3

someone who is younger.

4

assumed that the age advantage represents force in the state

5

of Washington.

6

if you," that is force.

7

are really going to get it."

8

tell, I will go to jail."

9

like you anymore."

10

i

Hhen the victim is a child, it is

Bribery, "I'll let you watch TV until midnight
Threats of harm to the child, "You
Harm to the offender, "If you

v.Ji thdrawal of affection, "I won't

Breakup of the family, "This would really

hurt your mom."
Taking advantage of the child's lack of knowledge

ll
12

and dependency on adults, "It's okay, everybody does it."

13

"I'm just checking you out now that you are older." "tvhat's

14

the matter, don't you like me?"

15

view, these coercive statements might not seem,forceful.

16

a child they are.

17

word "force" is being used that it is defined very clearly,

18

just exactly what force is, due the fact that most children

19

are willing, non-complaining victims because of threats.

20

in favor of all the legislation, and I am very, very proud

21

to be here to speak for the legislation.

From an adult's point of
I

22

To

I think it's very, very important if the

I am

I would like to caution the committee about the othe

23

side.

24

spokesperson for the Rene Guyon Society, whose motto, I'm sure

25

you know is, "Sex by year eight or else it's too late," sent

26

a letter to me a few weeks ago that he wanted me to sign for

27

you.

28

Criminal Justice Committee.

Mr. Tim O'Hara, who is the president, or is the leadinq

It's addressed to the Judiciary Committee, and to the
And it states, in one naragraph,
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12
"We are one of the most conservative groups of parents working
2

for child sex law protection.

3

by investigator Lloyd Martin, and have concluded that the

4

law be changed, as recommended by him."

s

We have been constantly advised

Well, I was almost in a hurry to sign this and send

6

it back to the Rene Guyon Society with the self-addressed,

7

stamped envelope that they included until I read what they

a

wanted Mr. Martin to sign.

9

and it says, "As perhaps the leading world-travelled peace

His also was addressed to you,

10

officer authority on child sex law, I hereby recommend that

ll

the law be changed so that, number one, each new generation

12

does not produce molesters.

13

does not increase the drug usage and crime wage because of

14

sexual deprivation.

15

change so that children can have bi-sexual sex with whom they

!6

want, regardless of age, starting at about age four, or age

17

difference, if contraceptives are used as follows:

18

both condom and foam, simultaneously.

19

Therefore, I recommend that anti-kid porn

20

and only if the above use of condoms and vaginal foam is shown.!

21

In my opinion, the following should remain illegal:

22

masochism, animal contacts, mouth anus contacts known as

Number two, each new generation

Therefore, I recommend immediate law

For vagina

For the anus, a condom.
la~..:rs

be relaxed if

Sadism,

23

'rimming.'"

24

rimming, since he is for everything else.

25

written as an individual and does not reflect any stamps of

26

my superiors in the law enforcement field."

27

sign it, because I do agree with investigator Martin that the

28

I haven't figured out yet ,,7hy he is against
"This letter is

I ,.7as ready to

laws should be changed to protect our children, much more
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13
heavily thar. we are even attempting to do now, five, ten and
2

20, perhaps.

3

and seven, or three, six and eight.

4

•

For me, 10, 20 and 30, instead of three, five,

I have talked before about my favorite rap sheet.

5

think that it's certainly a good time to bring up -- I am not

6

going to read the entire rap sheet.

7

four pages long.

8

A few off the wall things like robbery and grand theft auto,

9

for which he did serve quality time in prison.

I will tell you that it i

A man who started in 1947 his life of crime.

But, the

lO

majority of the offenses are crimes against children, sexual

ll

crimes against children.

12

these crimes.

13

He served very little time for

CHAIRHAN Rl\INS:

I am curious, as a former prosecuto

H

and being one accustomed to looking at rap sheets.

15

curious, did the individual serve more time for grand theft

16

auto than for his child molest offenses?

17

MRS. HADDAD:

18

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

l9

MRS. HADDAD:

I suspect that is the case.

He served two years for the grand

theft auto.

21

crimes against the children.

23
24

am

I

Oh, absolutely.

20

22

I

Sometimes he served overnight sentences for the

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

I think that, in and of itself

evidences the extent to which our priorities are really askewn
MRS. HADDAD:

But, the man also has been convicted

25

of first degree murder three times for which he has received

26

the death penalty twice, and life without possibility of

27

parole once.

28

street today.

And I will assure you that the man is on the
Revision of the Penal Code, you bet.
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Thank you

14
CHAIRMAN RAINS:
2

3
4

5
6

Incidently, how many of those

offenses took place in California?
MRS. HADDAD:

All of them.

CHAIRMAN RAINS:
MRS. HADDAD:
CHAIR~ffiN

That again says something.

Thank you.

RAINS:

I might respond to your comments

7

about force.

I do appreciate you bringing that up.

We

8

specifically have mandated prison sentences for all sorts of

9

situations, force being but one of many.

Even the threat of

10

force is sufficient.

ll

sufficiently broad and yet constitutional manner, that it

12

does cover those areas about which you express concern.

13

the extent that perhaps it does not, then, based upon your

14

comments, we will review that language and make sure that it

15

is more artfully drafted.

16

I think that the bill is drawn in a

MRS. HADDAD:

To

My problem isn't your terr.1inology.

My

l7

problem is that sometimes when I am visiting my courts, which

l8

I do a lot, I feel that if you put all the judges together,

19

you still wouldn't come up with a three-digit I.0.

20

don't understand what's written in the law.

21

the word "force" and they find that a child

22

man's home every Tuesday and Thursday for three years to be

23

sodomized, they don't look at that as force, even though the

24

man said, "If you don't come back, I

25

your brother and your dog," you see.

26

participant, because they come to the perpetrator's home to

27

have these things done to them.

28

CHAIRMAN

R~INS:

"~Hill

And they

And if they see
'h7 ent

back to a

kill your mother,

The child is a willing

And of course, that's why we have
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the language saying it need not be by force, but also under
2

duress.

MRS. HADDAD:

3

•

That would certainly be true if -I just would like it defined

4

specifically for judges and courts.

5

CHAIRMAN.RAINS:

6

MRS. HADDAD:

7

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

8

with you, Mrs. Haddad?

9

MRS. HADDAD:

lO
ll

Thank you very much.

Thank you.
Did you have any other witnesses

I don't see any other witness at this

moment.
CHAIR~~N

RAINS:

Okay, fine.

If that individual

12

should come, let me know at any time, and v.1e will take that

13

individual out of order.

14

LT. GOTT:

15

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

Is Lt. Ray Gott here?

Yes.
Yes, come forward, please,

16

Lieutenant.

11

reason I am going to take Lt. Gott out of order.

HI

teach a training session.

19

Bureau of the Los Angeles County Sheriffs Department.

20

is here today, as I understand it, representing the California

21

Peace Officers Association, The Juvenile Officers, the

22

California State Sheriffs and the California Police Chiefs.

23

We are happy to have you, Lieutenant.

24

I know that you have a time problem and for that

LT. GOTT:

He must

Lt. Gott is with the Youth Services
And he

Thank you very much, Senator, Members of

25

the Committee.

26

would like to congratulate you for your efforts, and this

27

Committee's efforts in trying to bring about some responsible

28

legislative changes to help the society bring about some

Before I get into the particular bills, I
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sensible approach to dealing with people who victimized
2

children.
Your package of bills is strongly supnorted by the

3

4

organizations that I am representing this morning.

5

would briefly comment on the six bills very quickly.

And I

Senate Bill 276, which expands the statute of

6

7

limitations is a bill that's long overdue.

I think many of us

8

in the system know that sometimes it's many years after an

9

incident occurs before the child feels comfortable enough to

10

tell someone, a parent or a person in a position of authority

ll

that they have, in fact, been the victim of some type of

12

molestation.
I think there was a similar bill to this bill last

13
14

year, that I believe failed the Legislative session.
CHAIRr~N

15

RAINS:

That's correct.

It passed the

16

Senate, but failed in the Assembly.

17

to see that it goes all of the way this year.
LT. GOTT:

18

But, we are determined

Senate Bill 277 is a bill that is long

19

overdue, particularly for volunteer organizations.

20

to me to be ludicrous to have a system in California that

21

mandates the registration of sex offenders, and yet voluntary

22

organizations such as Big Brothers, Little Leagues, whatever,

23

Boy Scouts, cannot access that file to try to determine if,

24

in fact,

25

sex offenders.

26

Brothers of Greater Los Angeles may address this a little bit

27

later this morning.

28

It seems

their employees or volunteers are in fact registered
And I think Mr. Mark Wilde from the Big

278, which tightens up the cracks in the system as
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far as the mentally disordered sex offender, again long overdue.
2

I

3

out, an escape, I feel, for many perpetrators of these kinds

4

of crimes.

6

1

Excuse me, do you agree with that

provision of 278 that says there will not be any out-patient

1

treatment whatever?

8

some difficulties.

9

people are sick, and to the extent they need to receive help,

I know that we are going to encounter
I happen to believe that to the extent the

10

they ought to receive it in-patient only, because of the

11

danger posed to society.

12

particularly visible one.

13

•

And hopefully, this will tighten up the process.
CHAIRMAN RAINS:

5

•

The Hentally Disordered Sexual Offender 9rocess has been an

LT. GOTT:

The Theodore Frank case being a

Absolutely.

And I agree, you are going

11

to have a great outcry over this particular aspect of it.

JS

feel very much in the same way in this particular section as

16

I do with, many times, the probation and parole process, that

17

the out-patient situation is, without any kind of supervision,

w

much like probation and parole.

19

in many, many, many cases.

20

T

-'-

And I think it's inaopropriat

Senate Bill 586, which is a statute that, in

21

essence, tightens up and toughens our approach on perpetrators

22

of these kinds of crimes.

23

long overdue.

24

difficulty with this section from a practical standpoint,

25

because of the age 16 in the definition of a child.

26

that not from a perspective of trying to protect a minor under

27

the age of 16, but from a practical standpoint, going back in

28

common law for thousands of years, it talks about the minor

Again, a sound piece of legislation

I might mention, you may run into some
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18

age 14 and under.
CHAIRMAN RAINS:

2

LT. GOTT:

3

Yes.

And also, the current status of the law

4

in California in regards to emancipation of minors, which

5

allows courts of competent jurisdiction to legally emancipate

6

minors starting at age 14.

7

conflict, you may have some difficulty with that aspect of the

8

law.
CHAIRMAN RAINS:

9

And I think with that kind of a

You are quite right, common law

IO

usually has set the age at 14.

11

you correctly, that you would prefer to see our bill remain

12

at 16, but that you feel that the pressures may be such that

13

we will have to lower it to 14.
LT. GOTT:

14

I take it, if I am understandir-g

Is that what you are saying?

I think you will have some great

J5

difficulty, yes.

And if you leave it at age 16, you will have

J6

to take into some consideration legally emancipated minors,

11

judicially emancipated minors who may be between the ages of

IB

14 and 16.
CHAIRMAN RAINS:

19

Well, the only ones that would be

20

emancipated that I can think of would be those married at that

21

age.

22

LT. GOTT:

Under the current law, under the

23

Emancipation Act in California, a minor 14 years of age or

24

over may become judicially emancipated by the filing of

25

documents with Superior Court.

26

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

It doesn't happen very often.

Yes, you are quite correct,

27

technically, but that's a very, very rare occurrence, save

28

and except for the marriage situation.
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LT. GOTT:

That's true.

2

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

3

LT. GOTT:

But it does exist.

Yes, the law is there.

Section 587, which is the piece of

legislation that proposes the video taping of victims.

•

Many

5

of us in the juvenile justice system have felt for years that

6

the judicial process, the testimony, the interview, the

7

re-interview, sometimes five and six and seven times of the

8

victim of these kinds of offenses may be a greater

9

traumatization than the crime itself. If the child has to

10

restate under the eyes of the court, witnesses many times,

11

over and over and over again the incident and the offense.

12

By having the ability to video tape, we may be able to lessen

13

this trauma to the victim.

Some that may be some constitutional issues.

obviously.
15

There are some legalistic problems,

CHAIID·1AN RAINS:

Yes.

I was going to bring that up,

16

and I know that you are not an attorney.

We will have,

17

incidently, some attorneys testifying later, including Joe

18

Taylor, representing the California District Attorneys

19

Association.

zo

because there are constitutional problems, to be sure.

21

that it's important that we draft this bill in a sufficiently

22

artful v:ay, that ,,,e overcome those constitutional problems,

23

if in fact, we can.

24

important that l•!e not traumatize the child victim to an even

25

greater extent than has already happened.

I

•

26

I hope that they address that specific bill,

LT. GOTT:

I thin

Because it, I think is, as you say, very

Yes.

And it's also important to note

27

that here in Los Angeles county, an effort has been under way

28

for some time to tvork out a pilot project along these lines,
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along the lines of 587 to deal with the video taping of
2

victims.
And obviously, as Sgt. Martin indicated, Section 588,

3
4

training in this area is severely lacking in law enforcement

5

training.

6

enforcement officers.

7

members of the Committee have any questions, I would be more

8

than happy to respond.

If there are any questions, or any

CHAIRHAN RAINS:

9

With respect to 588, since that

10

does impose certain responsibilities,
obligations and burdens
,,

ll

on law enforcement, do you think that we will have any

12

resistence through the post-program with respect to the

13

training procedures that we set forth in that bill?
LT. GOTT:

14

I would most certainly hope so.

Post is

15

set up to provide guidance and guidel'ines specifically for

16

training of law enforcement officers.

17

and I would think -CHAIRMAN RAINS:

lil

19

T-2

And we, of course, support the training of law

So, you think \ve will enjoy the

support of the law enforcement community in this area?

20

LT. GOTT:

21

CHAIRJ'I'lAN RAINS:

I would certainly hope so.
Okay, good.

22

Lieutenant.

23

Senator, do you have any questions?
SENATOR DOOLITTLE:

25

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

26

LT. GOTT:

27

CHAIRMA.N RAINS:
vaughn.

Thank you very much,

I know that you are under time constraints.

24

28

That's their role,

No.

Thank you.

Okay, thank you.

Thank you.
The next witness T,tJill be Mr. Robert

Mr. Vaughn has been very active in many, many areas,
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and this being one in which he has expressed consistently his
2

concern, and is a most eloquent spokesperson.

3

coming, Mr. Vaughn.

4

Thank you, r-1r. Chairman.

5

today to strongly support 586, 587 and 588.

6

no time to waste.

7

political issue.

8

want to protect children.

9

I am here

I think we have

This should not and must not become a
It is neither liberal nor conservative to

As we sit here, a child, many children are

10

experiencing the horrors and the loneliness of being used for

ll

the sexual pleasure of some adult.

12

endure this damaging experience regularly, usually at the

13

mercy of someone they know and trust.

I 'i

•

MR. VAUGHN:

Thank you for

Many of these children

We must help them, and soon.

I believe this is the

JS

most heinous crime one human can perpetrate against another,

lt

child molestation.

!7

regarding this crime.

18

there are men who have been convicted, walking the streets,

19

out on probation, or the well-known MDSO out-patient program,

20

seeking new victims among the most innocent and helpless

21

members of our society,

22

cases, as young as two months old.

23

And there's a gross injustice in our laws
It is sickening to me to realize that

our

children and our babies, in some

And what is done to these children is often so

24

sadistic that it's unspeakable.

25

we put laws on the books which punish, and I mean punish, a

26

word that has been part of our justice system since it began.

27

And yet for some reason seems to be unacceptible when dealing

28

with sex crimes.

It's clear to me that unless

I think we should punish these people at
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least as severely as we do burglars, and robbers and
2

perpetrators of far less violent crimes.

3

telling our children that their lives are not as important

4

as the television set or the silverware.

s

If we don't, we are

And yet, children are guaranteed equal rights in

6

the Constitution.

That's really not the way it is.

We give

1

a man a stiffer sentence for raping a grovm woman than

8

molesting a child.

9

who would agree the crime against her becomes more serious

I am sure there is no woman in this room

10

just because she grew up.

tve were all children once, and we

11

remember how vulnerable we were at that time.
I think it is not enough to protect a child as we

12
13

would an adult.

We must consider the physical and emotional

~~

difference before deciding what constitutes equal protection,

15

which we are all guaranteed.
Surely we must recognize the advantage a grown man

16

17

has over a child.

18

All acts of child molesting are violent.

19

murder, even if the child does not die, because it is murder

20

of the soul.

21

His entire body becomes a lethal weapon.
It is a form of

Children can be rendered totally helpless with words

22

alone.

23

the molester as actually beating him.

24

be necessary, with that fact in mind, to have to prove actual

25

physical brutality in order to prove force or the violence of

26

27
28

The child's fear of physical abuse is as valuable to
I don't think it should

the crime.

I

Many of the sexual acts themselves are not without

great pain.

Sodomy on a four year old is not non-violent.
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23

raped child may never lead a normal life physically again.
2

They havPn't the psychological and emotional ability to deal

3

with the crime.

And who does?

In another area, we also must address the problem

4

•

And why should they?

5

of the large number of pedophiles attracted to groups that

6

work directly with children.

7

of Big Brothers, Scout leaders.

8

we must have the security of knowing that when we send our

9

child to camp, or arrange for a Big Brother, that proper

10

There are many cases on record
It's appalling.

As parents,

investigative measures have been taken.
There has got to be a way to deter these people from

ll
12

working with our children, gaining their trust, and then

13

violating them.

14

under these particular circumstances would draw them much

15

stiffer punishments, they might refrain from even seeking

16

such jobs.

17

Perhaps if they knew that violatinq a child

And that's exactly what we want, as parents.
I think this all boils down to a very simple, though

l!l

sad choice. Do we risk driving into long term incarceration sene

19

criminals who may not re-offend, or do we protect their rights

:?0

and go on with the existing situation which allows men like

21

Theodore Frank to be released repeatedly to molest 150 childrer?

22

I think the choice is clear.

23

150 children would attest to that if they were all alive.

24

The second method does not work.

And therapy, as we have heard before, is not the

25

answer to everything.

26

expect psychiatrists to do with their limited knowledge of

How much, in all fairness, can we

27

pedophilia.

28

who said at the last criminal justice hearing, that he was

There was a learned doctor from Patton Hospital,
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tired of people not being held responsible for their actions.
A great many MDSO's are well aware of the difference

2

3

between right and wrong, and they certainly know how to play

4

the game and get out of the hospitals.

5

the fact that our doctors must not have the entire

6

responsibility of ridding our streets of dangerous criminals.

7

Our laws must function equally as well.
I think this is really a hearing to evaluate human

8
9

I think we must face

rights. Andi say that it's a simple choice, go with the kids,

10

the innocents who still have a chance.

ll

prevail over the rights of those who would brutalize them.

12

Just look at the numbers, and if you can't be emotional about

13

this subject, be logical.

14

molesters.

15
16
17

Their riqhts must

There are more victims than

I urge you gentlemen of the Committee, and you Hr.
Chairman, with all my heart, to act quickly on this matter.
CHAIRMAN RAINS:

Thank you, Mr. Vaughn.

Before you

18

leave, for those who haven't had the opportunity to read the

19

six bills, Mr. Vaughn focused his early

20

which, among other things calls for mandatory prison sentences,

21

something that we have not heretofore had in California in

22

this type of case.

23

who have not reviewed the bill, that under my proposed

24

legislation, there would be mandatory prison terms for any

25

person who commits the crime of child molesting by force,

26

violence, menace, or threat, who inflicts great bodily injury

27

on the child victim, who is a stranger to the victim, or made

28

friends with the victim for the purpose of molesting the child

co~ents

on SB 586,

And I would like to inform those of you
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victim, who uses a deadly weapon when attacking the child
2

victim, who has prior convictions, or -- and I emphasize the

3

word or -- who committed the crime during a kidnap of the

4

child victim.
The reason I emphasize the word or is that those are

5

•

6

all in the disjunctive.

7

those events take place, not all of them.

8

those takes place, it is mandatory prison for that individual.

It's only necessary that any one of
If anv one of

And the question I guess I have to pose is, as one

9
10

reads that bill, it becomes apparent, at least to those

ll

familiar >vith the criminal law, that in some cases, the

~~

sanction is that of, or at least the equivalent of second

13

degree murder.

14

of justice at all.

And I take it that does not offend your sense

JS

MR. VAUGHN:

16

CHAiill4AN RAINS:

17

Not in the least, Senator.

harsh?

lfl

MR. VAUGHN:

19

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

:?ll

Thank you.

21

that.

22

on the problem.

23

You do not find that to be too

Not at all.
Given the nature of this offense.

I don't either, and I am pleased to hear you say

Very eloquent testimony, as always.

It really focused

Ms. Sharon Brawnan and Ms. Chris Schulz.

One of

24

these individuals -- well, I will let them describe their

25

backgrounds.

26

United, a group in Northern California which has been very

27

active in this area, and has evidenced not only concern, but

28

has worked with this Committee and with others in trying to

They are with the South Santa Clara Parents
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enlighten people so that we can more effectively address the
2

problem in the State of California.

3

MS. BRA\'JNAN:

4

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

5

We welcome you.

Thank you, M.r. Chairman.
Which one of you would like to go

first?
MS. BRAWNAN:

6

I am Sharon Brawnan, and I am a

7

member of Parents United, and have been involved for ten years.

8

I am the mother of a victim.

9

may.

10

I would like to go back, if I

In the background statement that you made on the

11

second page, the first paragraph, you were defining the

12

distinction between a pedophile and an in-home molester.

13

Specifically the statement that I would like to look at in the

11

last part of the statement, in talking about in-home molesters,

IS

talking about them being capable of sex with an adult, but

16

during periods of stress, he finds sex ~..;i th children more

17

satisfying.

1s

true statement, in that an in-home molester does not pursue

19

a child with sex on his mind.

20

And I don't believe that that is in whole part a

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

Excuse me.

May I interrupt for

21

one reason.

~

read, and I am just curious so that I will know what article

23

to have to refer.

I am not -- that wasn't something from which I

24

MS. BRAWNAN:

This is background statement on child

25

molesting legislation.

It's a summary of your prior hearings

26

and what you hope to -- it's a summary of all of the bills.

27
28

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

Okay, again I am not sure what that

is, but go ahead.
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HS. BRAviJNAN:

Okay.

vJhat I am talking about is the

2

distinction in the statement, it says that an in-home molester

3

seeks sexual pleasure during periods of stress.

4

believe that this is true from my own experience, and ten years

5

involved with the program and other in-home molesters, the

6

victims and the families.

7

And I don't

While it is true that a man or woman will receive

8

sexual gratification, their orientation with that child is

9

not sexual in a stressful situation.

I
The stressful situation

10

is a disfunction in them or in their family life that leads

ll

them to an involvement with a child that becomes sexual later

12

on down the road.

13

I do support all of the bills.

Most importantly,

14

the bills that I feel the strongest about are the training for

15

the peace officers or those people who would become involved

16

in interrogating the child.

17

experienced what my daughter experienced.

I can't say enough, having

18

My daughter was picked up by the police --

!9

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

20
21

You are the mother of a child

victim, are you not?
MS. BRAWNAN:

I am a mother of a child, yes, who was

22

molested by her father.

23

police, carted away in a squad car, sirens blowing, and taken

24

to the hospital.

25

I didn't know where she was at.

26

that my daughter was alleging that she was being molested.

27
28

Hy daughter was picked up by the

I reported her as a missing person because

It is true that she was molested.

And that's how I find out

At that time, I didn't

realize it.
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He were in the interrogation, my daughter, eight
2

years old was interrogated

for

four and a half hours.

The

3

end result of the vJhole drug out process \•las that my daughter

4

didn't speak for six months.

5

police.

6

how to interrogate or how to treat a child.

7

support that bill that training be made available to whoever

8

"~l70uld

Now, I am not faulting the

It's ignorance on everybody's part who do not know
I wholeheartedly

become involved with interrogating a child.
In our program, it has a national training project,

9
10

that we are Federally funded, that we are training people to

ll

treat and interrogate victim children, and certainly that is

12

available to anybody within the state.

13

and do anything that we can in light of that.

11

I want to support the video taping.

And we \vould support

Again, from

JS

my own daughter's experience, in having to go through a year

16

long process of being drug in and out of the courtroom, having
to testify, sometimes in open hearings, sometimes in closed

18

hearings.

19

to come out of a lot of the trauma that she experienced.

;!()

It was traumatic, and it took four years for her

I have with me a

~.voman,

I think, who would speak

21

for herself, who tvas a victim.

22

she \vants to talk about in terms of being a victim, what it's

23

like to be a victim, and how she feels about some of the

21

proposed bills, specifically mandatory prison sentencing, and

25

how it's looked at for the in-home molester.

26
27

28

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

And she has a few points that

Okay, before Ms. Schulz testifies,

I would like to address one question to you.
l\1S . BRA"V!NAN:

Certainly.
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CHAIRMAN RAINS:
2

areas in this package, and that is the family unit itself,

3

the nuclear family.

4

HS.

5

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

BRA~'7NAN:

Yes.
Because, as you have stated, and

6

this is so often the case, the child victim in this case was

7

molested by the father or the step-father.

8

gone through what you have gone through, weigh and balance

9

the various considerations that one must factor into the

Hm-.r do you, having

10

equation when one talks about a family unit, child victim,

ll

the extent to which the family may or may not be able to be

12

held together?

13

process?

Have you given much thought to that whole

MS. BRA\IIJNAN:

14

•

You have brought up one the difficu t

15

you are asking me.

16

in my place.

I am not sure that I am clear on what

I can tell you what my experience has been

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

r7

Well, to the extent that we pass

18

my bill, which calls for mandatory prison sentence, the child

19

victim is going to be without a father.
HS . BRAvJNAN:

20

problems with the victim, because they carry so much guilt.

21

--

I really see it causing a lot of

i")•)

I

Number one, the message is that they snitched, they told.

23

They see the family torn apart.

24

They already feel dirty.

25

started

26

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

They already feel guilty.

My daughter, when she finally first

See, the reason I asked that, that

27

is the other side of the coin.

28

harsh as I am calling for, you know, there are other

And if we impose sanctions as
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psychological harms that could be caused the child victim.
MS.

2

BRA~·JNAN:

Absolutely.

My daughter and many of

3

the daughters that I work with, one of the first concerns that

4

come out of them is saying, "I'm sorry I told because now my

s

daddy is going to go to jail."

6

in terms of a County Jail program and work furlough, I support

7

that.

8

right back on the victim, and her responsibility in tearing the

9

family up.

10

I am not saying that jail

But, prison, I do not support, because, again, it falls

And I really see that as an impediment to her ever

becoming a full, functioning and whole human being.
CHAIRMAN RAINS:

11

So, your point is that you believe

12

there ought to be mandatory incarceration, but not mandatory

13

prison?

14

MS.

15

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

BRA~~JNAN:

You put me on the hot spot.
I might add, incidently, that my

16

legislation does call for a distinction when one talks about

17

the family unit.

18

specific case.

19

subject.

20

take that additional step as well.

21

And we are not mandating prison in that
But, I do want to have somebody address the

Because there are those who believe that we ought to

MS. BRAWNAN:

My personal opinion, I am not speaking

22

for my group or anybody, my personal opinion is, that yes, I

23

believe in the picture of a pedophile that mandatory

24

incarceration, whether it be a state mental institution or a

25

prison should be mandatory.

26

father, brother, uncle, in the home molestation, I do not

27

believe that mandatory prison sentence is going to do any good.

28

It's going to be far more traumatic.

In the instance of in-home, a

And the family as a
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whole, the victim, will not go through the therapy nrocess
2

that is so very necessary.
CHAIRMAN RAINS:

3
4

that we have drafted SB 586.
MS. BRAWNAN:

5

•

Good, I am glad to hear that.

CHAIRMAN"RAINS:

6

7

That is consistent with the way

But, again, there are people on

each side of that issue.

8

MS. BRAWNAN:

9

CHAIR~N

Certainly, and I can appreciate that.

RAINS:

10

persuasive arguments.

ll

Schulz.

I mean, it is a very tough dilemma.

12

MS. SCHULZ:

13

CHAIRPffiN RAINS:

Hi.

14

microphone.

15

accoustics are not good.

Ms.

I survived an incestuous role.
Please, if you can, speak into the

It's so difficult to hear in this room.

MS. SCHULZ:

16

And they all advance cogent and

Hi.

The

I survived in an incestuous

17

household for 19 years.

18

an ex-victim.

19

myself.

:.'0

the pain that a victim

21

severe, I felt that it was my fault, that I must have done

22

something to cause my father to sexually abuse me.

23

19, when I went forth to my mother to try and get -- you know --I

24

they were getting a divorce, and my mother didn't discuss it

25

with me.

26

I buried it for 12 years.

27

and dealing with it.

28

I consider myself now a survivor and

I have not always felt this positive about

So, I would like to tell you some of the feelings and
goes·through~

I think that' my guilt was s

And at
I

The guilt was so bad that as a defense wechanism,
And I am just now remembering it,

So, I guess what I want to say is that also after
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discussing this and bringing it forth to the family, my father
2

had a mental breakdown.

I felt responsible for the mental

3

breakdown.

4

that, you know, dad's been molesting us for years.

s

I think I felt responsible for also then my parents' divorce.

I thought, you know, here I said this awful thing,
And then

6

And all of this guilt and all of this pain that I

7

carried around, the only defense mechanism that I could use

s

was to forget and as life went on, I became stronger.

9

some reason it was okay at this time to remember and deal with

And for

10

it.

And I guess what I am trying to say, it's so traumatic,

11

and it's such a -- you are in such a state that if you train

12

your police or the person that interrogates the victim, and

13

they are trained well, then the victim will not go through

11

any more traumatic state.

15

remember.

And I think that's important to

And also on the video taping, I think that's

16
17

excellent also because then the victim only has to go through

18

it once, and not sit in a pre-trial and sit in the witness

19

stand for two to three hours.

20

not have to sit there again and go through it.

21

the video taping is an excellent way to save the victim from

22

not having to go through anymore traumas.

23

And if it goes to trial, then
So, I think

And I guess, again, too, when you send the father to

24

jail, I think you rob the victim.

25

is, I am in Parents United.

26

come out of there.

27

good.

28

situation where he does not heal.

And the reason I say that

I have seen some positive fathers

And I think for a victim, that's really

If you shove the victim's father in prison, he's in a
He does not get the
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advantage of being around a father in a program who has made
2

it, and can say, "I take responsibility for what I did, and I

3

was wrong, not you, as my daughter."
And fathers in the beginning don't see this.

4

•

But,

5

by hearing other fathers that go through programs like this

6

they tend to learn and understand, and then they can -- and

7

when they get to a point they can go to their daughters and

8

say, "I was responsible, it \vas my fault."

9

important for healing, because the victim does feel so guilty

lO

And this is very

and so responsible.
And I think that to send -- and also, another aspect,

ll

12

too, when you take the father and you put him in prison, you

13

take the financial support away from the family.

14

usually is not in a very good position.

JS

consciously or unconsciously conveys to her daughter that she

16

has been the one that's taken, you know, daddy out of the

17

home.

She's the one that, you know, took the financial support

13

away.

And even more guilt upon more guilt is laid on the

19

child victim.

20

I would like the father not to remain in the home, but to be

21

able maybe to remain in the community, and go through a progra4

·)')

like Parents United, and get some feeling into his feelings,

23

so he can eventually deal with his daughter.

::I

is important.

25
26

The mother

So, she then

I think, though, that the father should not be--

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

And that's what

Ms. Schulz, if I may ask, how old

are you right now?

27

MS. SCHULZ:

28

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

Thirty-two.
You are 32.

And you were 19 when
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you first informed others that your father had -MS. SCHULZ:

2

I was seven or eight, but when I was

3

seven and eight, I tried to express it to my mother, but she

4

was not capable of understanding.

s

Which, if you read Freud, you know, he thought it was all a

6

bunch of junk, too.

7

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

8

MS. SCHULZ:

She thought I made it up.

Fanuasies.

Yeah, you know.

9

know if my mother could have known.

10

CHAIRMAi'\1 RAINS:

And so it's hard to

Because of the response you

11

received from your mother at the time you were seven, were

12

you reluctant to tell her of incidents that happened thereafte

13

until you were 19?
MS. SCHULZ:

14

Yes.

I never told her.

I felt it also

15

put damage on, I feel, myself, because I had this problem.

16

When I would go and tell somebody something, I felt they didn'

17

believe me, and I would have to have somebody backing me up,

18

because my mother didn't believe me.

So, I didn't go to her

19

because I felt she \vouldn' t help me.

And she couldn't deal

20

with it.

21

And I had no support from her at all.
And I guess there's another interesting point, too,

22

I really want to bring up, is that my father, when he sexually

23

abused me, I did not like it.

24

sexually abusing me, he had a warm side to him, a side that I

25

loved.

26

his behavior, I hated it.

27

feelings across, that I still do love my father.

28

But, when my father was not

And that side of him I still love.

CHAIRl,1AN RAINS:

The other side,

And I guess I want to get those

So, you were sexually abused for
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12 years by your own father.
2

MS. SCHULZ:

3

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

4

MS. SCHULZ:

5

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

6

MS. SCHULZ:

7

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

As young as three?

Yes.
So for 16 years.

Yes.
And since it become evident that

8

this had been going on, 13 years have elapsed, and it has take

9

you most of that time, you believe to

lO

MS. SCHULZ:

ll

CHAIR!V1AN RAINS:

To be able to handle it.

12

could.

13

one time, you said nus."

14

sexually molested?

That says it as well as anyone

At one time in your testimony, I was interested, at

MS. SCHULZ:

15

•

Age of three, from three until 19.

Did you have sisters also being

Yes, I have a twin sister who was also

16

molested.

17

communication is so bad that I did not know my sister was

18

being molested.

19

the family situation was set up to where my parents set up

20

that we, that they set up for me to be jealous of my sister,

21

and hate my brother.

22

back and see that my parents set that up, and not blame my

23

brother and my sister.

24

I felt totally alone.

25

alone.

26

are my feelings.

27

28

And it's amazing, in an incestuous household, the

She did not know I was being molested.

And not

And

as an adult now, I can look

So, we were also all alienated.

And

And I felt my father, too, felt totally

You know, he just seemed totally alone also.

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

Those

So, the communication or lack

thereof was such that you were being abused over a 16 year
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1
2

3

period, your twin sister was being abused, and you did not
know each, that the other was being abused?
MS. SCHULZ:

No, we did not.

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

Is that because of the humiliation

5

that results to the child victim, the guilt feelings, focusing

6

on the child victim?

7

MS. SCHULZ:

Yes.

The only thing I can say is that

8

there was no communication in our family.

9

to model after.

We had no model

And so the only thing that we, as children

10

in our family, had to follow was our parents.

And their

11

communication was not good.

12

we learned.

13

And that's about the only reason that I come up with.

11

guilt is tremendous.

15

to actually see other victims and be able to know that I am

16

not the only one.

17

there are excellent, for not only the victim, but for the

18

mothers and the fathers.

19

alone. And they also have fears and pain.

20

that can help the total family, I think, is important.

21

that they keep the total family together, but that they, the

22

father and the mother, learn some communication, or maybe look

23

at their lives and see if there isn't something that they need

And so I am sure that that's how

And so we did not communicate with each other.
The

I am happy that there is a place to go

And so I think these programs that are out

Because it's amazing, they also feel
And so a program
Not

to correct, and that the victim can work through the guilt and
25

the feeling responsible.

26

SENATOR DOOLITTLE:

27

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

28

SENATOR DOOLITTLE:

Mr. Chairman.

Yes, Senator Doolittle.
Ms. Schulz, if I might ask, how
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does your twin sister feel about all of this today?
MS. SCHULZ:

2

•

Okay.

When this first came out, my

3

sister did not want to discuss it, my mother did not want to

4

discuss it, my brother did not t.'Jant to discuss it, and my fathe

5

denied it.

6

now, two weeks ago, expressed to my father how she felt about

7

it.

8

father a child molester, and express how she feels.

9

get that anger out is important, because it goes sideways.

But, v-li th keeping in contact \vi th my sister, she

She was able, for the first time, to go and say, call my
And to

10

And in my children, I think it has went sideways.

And so I

ll

feel very fortunate that my daughter was not molested, that I

12

am able to deal with this, because I married also a man who

13

we do not communicate well, either.

14

pattern.

!5

learning some reprogramming, learning to be -- some reparentin .

J6

And I feel real great about the growth.

l.

goes to my children, because my daughter has grown

HI

tremendously also.

So, there starts that

And I feel very lucky that I am going to therapy,

19

SENATOR DOOLITTLE:

20

MS. SCHULZ:

21

CHAI~ffiN

And the growth also

Thank you.

You are welcome.

RAINS:

Thank you.

I know that it takes a

22

lot of courage on the part of someone like you to disclose

23

these innermost thoughts, that no doubt, you have renressed

24

over the years.

25

helping others by helping us understand the problem.

But, by so doing, I know also that you are

26

MS. SCHULZ:

27

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

28

MS. SCHULZ:

Yes, and that's worth it.
Thank you very much, Ms. Schulz.

Thank you.
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CHAIRMAN RAINS:

We have two other victims who are

2

here today, Dixie Bray and George Fisher.

3

they are in the room, if they might come forward, please.

4

For the record, you might identify yourself.

5

MR. FISHER:

And I wonder if

My name is George Fisher, and I was

a victim of child molest when I was a child of ten years old.
And, it's only in the last few years that I have actually been
8

able to come out of being a victim.

9

and the fellow cane around pretending to be route manager.

I was a newspaper boy,

10

he got me in his car, forced me to orally copulate him.

ll

man was later caught and convicted, but escaped, I believe,

12

from Atascadero within a year.

13

This is a strange kind of crime.

An

The

The victim is

J4

victimized by not only the criminal but by the system itself.

JS

And there is a conspiracy of silence among parents, among the

16

legal profession, among everybody who deals with this.

17

only time the victim is supposed to talk is when they are up

18

in front of the jury, or dealing with the D.A.

19

don't ever mention about it.

20

something on the family, or that somehow, if it's not mentione

21

the child will outgrow it.

22

as if it happened yesterday.

23

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

24

MR. FISHER:

25

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

26

The

Otherwise, you

It will bring great shame or

And you never out0row it.

It's

The mental image is so strong.

How old are you no\-7, Mr. Fisher?

Thirty-seven.
So, it has been 27 years since that

incident took place.

27

MR. FISHER:

28

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

Yes.
And yet, it's something that bother.
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you to this time.
MR. FISHER:

2

3
4

5
6

Well, I went through -- it's not

apparent in the child after they are molested.

They will feel

down for awhile, and then everything seems to be going okay,
for a few years.

But, when I hit puberty, I started

withdrawing, and it got so bad that by the time I was in high

7

school, I would be gone from school for months at a time.

8

nobody ever came after me, because I was never

9

wasn't a juvenile delinquent.

I wasn't causing trouble.

10

just was severely depressed.

I felt there was something

ll

terribly wrong with me, intrinsically wrong because of what had

12

happened.

14

you know, I
I

And it took a lot of people to put me back together.
CHAIRMAN RAINS:

13

And

This severe psychological harm, did

this happen as a result of but the one incident?
MR. FISHER:

15

Yes.

And it is incredible how traumati

16

that is to a person.

You know, I no longer had trust.

I

11

wouldn't trust anybody.

1a

close male friends.

19

early 30's, I finally put myself in a mental institution, down

20

in San Diego at the VA Hospital.

21

staff down there.

22

able to start coming out of

2.3

until then that I ah,?ays looked down.

24

I saw when I worked for the police department down in San

25

Diego.

26

of the rape victims, both adult and children.

27

always, the children particularly, you could see, when we went

28

to interview them, they always had that downcast look of shame

It was years before I could have any

It has been very debilitating.

In my

And they have a fantastic

And that was the first time I was finally
In fact, I didn't realize
And this is something

And I worked many sex crimes, and had contact with man
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And this is what is conveyed to them, by parents, by the law
2

profession, and it's a real severe problem.
One thing I would like to address in your bill is

3

4

the problem with the word "force" in there.

I have worked on

5

crimes where they, for example, a school teacher molested a

6

12 year old mentally retarded girl.

1

many, but that was the one we actually got the conviction on.

s

And I don't know if you are aware of it or not, but our courts

9

really don't have much to do with justice and truth.

And it was only one of

We have

10

an adversary system.

And to the attorneys it's a matter of

11

winning or losing.

u

is happening.

13

will of the victim, or -- they will abuse -- they will rape

14

the child again, mentally.

15

the law is not very clear as to what you mean by force, it

16

will be misused, greatly, in order to get a client off.

17

I think the worse thing that ever happened in the Theodore

ta

Frank trial, when the verdict came down, the defense attorney

19

started crying.

It has nothing to do with what actually

There is nothing like, for instance, the good

And I have seen it happen.

And if

And

I mean, here was this monster who should be

permanently removed from society, yet he was crying because
21

his client got convicted.

And he would have only felt good if

22

his client had gotten off.

23

of the defense bar, unfortunately.

24

really.

25

adversary system.

26

worked one case where a fellow by the name of McFarland had

27

held a child for over a week, or about a week, finally killed

28

him.

And that's the general attitude
But, it's not their fault

It's the way our system -- we are set for an
So, force is a strange issue, because, I

We got his body, and it turned out that the child had
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also been partially cannibalized.
2

•

Now, a friend of mine

headed up the case, Lt. Ken Moler.

And he was a fantastic

3

detective.

And he could get people to just open up to him.

4

And he went around that neighborhood and talked to all of the

5

kids.

6

that neighborhood by this guy.

7

was the friend of all of the kids.

8

puppy he took around.

9

groups to the amusement park.

It turned out nine other children had been molested in
And what he was doing was, he
He had a nice little

And then he would take the kids in
And then use the threat if they

10

didn't cooperate with him, they couldn't go to the amusement

11

park.

12

years old. And if he had lived, I don't know if there would have

13

been a sign of force, except that he kept him a week.

11

had kept him for one hour, what would have been the force.

IS

And not even the parents knew that those other children had

16

been molested.

17
18

19

Well, this child that was finally killed was nine

If he

That's how great the silence is.

So, I hope that the word "force" can be very careful y
worded in the bill, and defined exactly what it means.

Also,

would seem, on having the child give testimony with the

20

TV camera, in Federal court, I believe the -- when they

21

select the jury, many times the questions the attorneys wish

22

to ask of the jurors in the selection are submitted to the

23

judge, and the judge then asks those questions and deems

2·l

whether they are proper or improper at the time.

25

be possible, because of the legal ramifications of where the

26

defendant has a right to face his accuser, that it might be

27

possible to have the attorneys and the defendant and the

28

victim in the same room, and then give submit questions to the
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1

judge, that are then asked of the child.

And in case there

2

is any legal things for appeal of that, all the questions that

3

were submitted could be recorded, or photocopies made of them.

4

So, if there is any question on appeal whether a question

5

should have been allowed or not could be taken care of.
Also, on the question of an out-patient program, the

6

7

out-patient program as it exists has really been misused.

8

it has been for just a self-reporting system.

9

in a mental hospital.

And

And I have been

I know how these people work.

I mean,

10

it's not that difficult.

And in fact, when I got my degree

11

in sociology, they told us, you know, it was very clear, that

12

when you work with deviant groups, you had to watch out,

13

because you are going to become very sympathetic to that

14

group, no matter how deviant they were.

JS

social nature.

16

to these doctors.

17

lS

It's part of our

And this is what has unfortunately happened
And they don't seem t.o recognize that that

what's taking place.

!8

I do think that there are probably some of those

19

criminals who would like to change.

20

form of out-patient that is not in any way linked to their

21

release, or probation or in any way that is totally voluntary.

22

So that they actually had a place to go to and work on this

23

problem.

24

sentencing term, or whether to be on probation or a condition

25

of probation.

But it could not be in any way connected with term,

Something that's there is they want to have it.

26

SENATOR DOOLITTLE:

27

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

28

And there should be some

Mr. Chairman.

Thank you.

one question first, Senator Doolittle.

Yes, let me just ask
Based upon your
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testimony and also that, I believe it was of Hs. Haddad, we
2

•

certainly are going to reexamine the word "force" and see if
I do want

3

perhaps that ought to be tightened up, redrafted.

4

to point out, though, as this bill was introduced

5

types of factual settings that you have advanced, that the

6

difference we are talking about, we are talking about manqator

7

prison in either case.

8

the mandatory prison term would be five, seven, nine years,

9

or three, six, eight years, you know, as we have in our

~nd

given the

The only difference would be whether

10

tripartite determinate sentencing law.

1l

assure you, reexamine the way in which that specific sentence

12

is drafted, to make sure there is no ambiguity.

13

Doolittle.

14

SENATOR DOOLITTLE:

But, we will, I

Senator

My question is related to that.

15

This bill, I am looking at section 293, on page 14 of the

16

bill, subdivision (b), but where it says, "Unlawful sexual

17

conduct," which is defined earlier to include all of these

HI

sexual acts, "with a child, when committed for force, violence

19

duress, menace, or threat of bodily injury," and then so forth

20

"is a felony."

What would happen if we just struck out those

0'
-l

words, "Force, violence," etcetera, and just said, "Unlawful

22

sexual conduct with a child is a felony, punishable by

')'1

imprisonment in the state prison?"

~J

2l

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

Could we do that?

Well, you then get into the

25

situation where you might have a misdemeanor type of 647(a)

26

which could be the father/daughter type of thing.

27

struck all of those v.;rords, you would automatically sentence

28

the person to state prison for, in certain circumstances, 15
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years to life.
The question then becomes to what extent this act

2

3

caused further psychological harm to the child victim.
SENATOR DOOLITTLE:

If we could separate out, just

5

for the purposes of the discussion right nm•J, suppose we could

6

divide the question, and separate out the part applying to

7

intrafamily problems of this nature, so that it would only

8

apply when it's a non-family member.

9

do it.

I wonder then if we coul

Because I think the point Mr. Fisher is making is that

10

I don't think force is even really the right word to use to

11

describe for example, what happened, well, maybe what happened

12

to him, but certainly to some people.

13

force, it's undue influences because they are of a tender age,

14

and it doesn't take force to compel a child to engage in this.
MR. FISHER:

JS

It's just, it's not

You also have to realize that children

16

don't have our sexual sophistication.

l7

what these people are doing or why they are doing it to them.

HI

I mean, they -CHAIR~~N

19

20

RAINS:

They don't even knov1

Well, let's face it, that's why

this -MR. FISHER:

21

-- don't even have a basis for consent.

n

I mean, that's the basis of the whole statutory rape laws,

~

that we don't even protect children from statutory rape.

21

I mean, that should be 'v1ihat it should be used for, if it needs

25

to be.

26

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

And

Children are the most defenseless

27

of all criminal victims.

28

And that's why we have to be especially vigilant in trying to

I think that goes without saying.
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protect children.
MR. FISHER:

2

Yes, that's what Theodore Frank said.

3

He said they were the most trusting and most defenseless, and

4

that's why he went after them.
CHAIRMAN RAINS:

5

Yes.

Thank you.

Ms. Bray, before

6

we hear from you, I would like to welcome Assemblywoman Cathie

7

Wright, who is the Vice-Chair of the Assembly Criminal Justice

s

Committee, and now a member of the Joint Legislative Committee

9

on Revision of the Penal Code.

10

coming.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN \·miGHT:

11
12

Thank you very much for

Sorry I was late, but I had

a previous commitment.

13

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

14

understand.

15

going to be some more.

16

That's quite all right.

We

We have had excellent testimony, and there is

MS. BRAY:

Ms. Bray.

Hy name is Dixie Bray.

I was a victim

17

of child molestation at ages seven, and again at nine.

18

age seven, the 19 year old brother of a school friend asked

19

me to look at something in the bedroom.

:!0

threw me down on the bed and tore off my clothes.

21

and continued to scream until his weight stiffled my breath.

22

At

And when I did, he
I started

Before complete penetration was achieved, a

23

neighbor who had heard me screaming arrived and was trying to

24

break down the door.

25
26
27

28

At which point, Richard picked me up

and told me to shut up and to keep my mouth shut, and threw
me down the back stairs.

I don't recall anything after this

point.
I told no one what had happened for two years.
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1

for that time I carried all the guilt and the shame associated

2

with this by myself.

3

eating habits, and relationships with school friends to the

4

point where I became a joke to them.

It began to effect my school

"~Arork

and

The school staff noticed the change in my attitude

5

6

and recommended that my mother take me to a psychologist,

7

which she did.

8

further into my own fantasy-world.

9

borderline schizophrenic, excuse me.

Instead of getting better, I withdrew even
I was diagnosed as a
I was switched to

10

another doctor \vho put me on phenobarbi tol and millerone, an

11

anti-depressant.

12

anything down.

I lost weight because I couldn't keep
And I had the beginnings of an ulcer.

The second time I was molested \•.ras by my step-

13
14

uncle.

This was not a one time incident, but it occurred

15

over about a period of a month.

16

involved.

l7

one evening while babysitting, he proceeded to sodomize me

18

and tell the other child --

20

It started out as a game, like show-and-tell, until

CHAIR1·1AN RAINS:

19

Another child was also

That's okay.

Take your ti:r:1.e, Hs.

Bray.

21

MS. BRAY:

-- hearing me scream, began to beat on

22

him and tell him to leave me alone.

23

·to bed.

24

told my mother and stepfather about those incidences.

It was that night that I finally broke down and

25

Not long afterwards was my first suicide attempt at

26

age nine.

27

many.

28

I ran to my room and went

I took all my medication.

It was the first of

I continued to see psychiatrists up until a year and

a half ago.

I used drugs heavily during my teenage years, and
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was in another hospital, mental hospitals twice for
2

psychiatric observation.
I am now 27 years old.

3
4

person that I once was.

5

to cope with the memory.

6

the ache, and the question as to why this happened to me. I

7

truly felt that it was my fault that I "''as being molested,

8

that there was something wrong with me.

9

and I didn't know why.

However, I still carry the trauma,

I was being punished

11

feelings.

12

that asked by S.L.A.M., perhaps we can protect future

13

generations from this type of senseless crime, which leaves

14

such deep emotional scars on innocent children.

And by implementing stronger legislation such as

CHAIRJVlAN RAINS:

15

•

Through therapy, I have been able

I am but one of thousands who carry these same

10

•

I am no longer the neurotic

Thank you, Ms. Bray.

Thank you.
I don't think

J6

any testimony could say more than that which you have just

17

given.

lB

live with that horrible experience.

19

questions?

zo

come .

It's been 18 years, and it's obvious that you still
Do either of you have any

Thank you very much for having the courage to

21

MS. BRAY:

Thank you.

22

MR. FISHER:

23

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

24

MR. FISHER:

Senator?
Yes, Mr. Fisher.

I would like to say that my first

25

suicide attempt \vas at 14.

26

attempts thereafter.

27

legislation you have written, it's the first attempt to make

28

child rape a really eVil crime here in the state of California.

And there vJere many, numerous

And I certainly hope that with the
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C'lll\ l Hl\1/\N

I~l\

'l'h(lnk you

1 NS:

Please come forward.

vc~ry

much.

Js Elizabeth

2

Jacoby here?

3

testifying in place of Dr. Hank Giarretto, who was the

4

founder of the Child Sexual Abuse Treatment Program of Santa

5

Clara County, and is the Executive Director of Parents United.

6

We are pleased to have you, Ms. Jacoby.
MS. JACOBY:

7

Thank you.

Ms. Jacoby will be

I have been the attorney

8

for Parents United, and for Daughters and Sons United, since

9

it started almost ten years ago.
In reviewing your package of proposed legislation,

10

ll

I want to congratulate you.

12

There are some specific details that I would like to approach.

13

I think it's really a fine job.

One of the things that you really understand is

14

about the child's needing not to become chewed up like a piece

15

of meat during the entire criminal justice process.

16

appreciate that restatement of section 1048, that one of

17

these cases must go to trial within 30 days after Superior

18

Court arraignment.

19

I

I would suggest that maybe you go further.

The real problem seems to come in between the time

20

that the child first tells a police officer about what

21

happened, and the preliminary hearing.

22

really difficult time.

23

That seems to be the

If it's an in-family molest, the mother and the

24

father have a couple of months to change their minds, decide

25

maybe it should not have been reported to the police, maybe

26

we better put a little pressure on Susie to change her

27

testimony.

28

eat because she is waiting day in and day out to find

Susie hasn't been able to sleep or go to school or
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whether or not she will have to testify.

Because to Susie,

2

that's the ultimate crime, is betraying that person that she

3

loves very much, her father, the molester.
We have found in Santa Clara County that if we can

4

5

have a preliminary hearing set no more than two weeks after

6

that case is reported to the police, that case will not go to

7

preliminary hearing.

s

guilty.

9

And that child will never have to go to court.

That in-family molester will plead

He will have the support of people while he does that.

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

10

So, you are suggestin0 that in

ll

addition to our 1048 requirements that we establish specific

12

tight deadlines by which the preliminary examination must be

13

held?
t-1S. JACOBY:

11

Yes, very tight.

I want to mention

15

that also in terms of your training that you have proposed,

16

the san Jose Police Department Sexual Assault Unit has

17

somewhere between a 90 and a 95 percent confession rate on

18

these cases.

19

techniques can accomplish.

And that merely shows what good police

The same thing is very, very true of District

w
21

Attorneys.

22

try these cases.

23

evidence, they want something else.

24

A lot of people, I think, are really afraid to
They want corroboration, they want physical

And the other thing I want to say, from our

25

experience, is that that is not necessary.

26

can be successfully prosecuted when it's the little six year

27

old girl's testimony against that of a molester.

28

am very glad to have that training component in.
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The video tape also excites me.

I hone that can

2

perhaps be done in a way that the little child does not know

3

that she is being video taped.

4

Unit in San Jose always tapes the victims, in fact always

5

tapes everybody.

6

child will not either act out, you know, for that tape, or

7

become withdrawn.

8

done.

9

that says that it can be done so that the child need not

And

I

Our police Sexual Assault

But, they do it in secret so that that

So, I am hoping that perhaps it can be

don't know if you want me to put something in

10

know what is happening.

So, I

11

honest, and less traumatic taping.
CHAIRMAN RAINS:

12

think you will get a much more

That might be difficult.

I know

13

of courtrooms, for example, where it could be done in a

11

rather clandestine way, so the video tape would not be

15

obvious.

16

would not be true.

17

courtrooms of this state, I am not really sure.

There are other facilities where that probably
And to the extent we could rearrange the

:t-'1S. JACOBY:

18

I think that will reallv help in terms

19

of prosecution.

20

mention is about 286, and putting away pedophiles for years.

21

And I think we ought to be really clear about what we are

22

doing.

23

The other thing that I really wanted to

We are basically locking them up.
CHAIRMAN RAINS:
MS. JACOBY:

286 or 586?

Excuse me, 586.

We are locking them up

25

because we are really admitting we don't know what to do with

26

them.

27

tried for pedophiles does not work.

28

to be clear that that's what we are doins.

We are saying that everything that anybody has ever
And I think we really nee
r,Je are nutting

the~

L-----------------------------~------------------J
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out of commission because we do not know what else to do with
2

them.
CHAIRMAN RAINS:

3

Basically, I must confess, that's

4

where I have come down.

5

longer can accept the risks associated with the types of

6

treatment programs that we have been giving.

7

well-intentioned programs.

8

they haven't worked.

9

as a result of those programs.

And those are

But, insofar as I can discern,

And a lot of people have been harmed

MS. JACOBY:

10

I just don't think that society any

I wish that were not true.

I think it is very true, but what I am

11

saying, I think it's important to call a spade a spade,

12

because perhaps at some later date, if we do develop a

13

successful program, some sort of treatment for them, that maybE

14

then we can move on to giving those people that kind of a

15

chance.

16

I am very pleased to see finally in orooosed

t7

legislation a distinction made between your in-family molester

18

and your pedophile.

19

is the child who bears the guilt.

20

is that there are some, what we call in-family molesters, who

21

not be excluded from going to prison because of the wording.

22

We have people like ex-boyfriends, or the boyfriend that

23

hasn't moved in with mother, but is playing the role of the

24

surrogate father.

25

little child becomes the extra child in that family because

26

her own parents ignore her.

27

to that child.

28

is the one who is going to be damaged.

I think that's very critical because it
What I am concerned about

We have the next door neighbor, and the

And that same kind of damage is

She sees that man as that father figure.

And I would hope that
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perhaps at some later date, we can further refine or think
2
3
4

5

up a method by which we can further differentiate these
people.

I think the recidivism rate in our program, we have

had rrobably at least 3,000 families just in the Santa Clara
County Chapter, and a less than one percent recidivism rate.

6

I think that shows that the in-family molester can be

7

successfully treated.

8

screening device to include this other group of people that

9

perhaps, on its face, on the police report, it does

And I think we need to set up another

no~

10

appear that they are your in-family molester and not your

11

predator pedophile.

12

13

I also want to say, I am very glad that nobody is
considering diverting the in-family molesters from the system,
because the in-family molesters need that criminal process.

JS

And we are very glad to see that that is in there.

16

know many people have considered and asked us to go and

11

request legislation that would divert in-family molesters out

lB

of the system.

19

not do that.

w

And I

And so we are very glad to see that you do

The other thing I wanted to say is I am very glad
I will be

21

to see you are raising the victims' age to 16.

~

very happy to see it even raised to 18.

23

the child is pre-pubescent.

~

what seems to happen is that she stays eight or nine, even

zs

when her body is then 12, 16, 18.

26

CHAIR.t>1AN RAINS:

27

MS. JACOBY:

28

When this starts,

She's usually eiqht or nine.

And

Is that because of the experience?

Because of the experience.

And if it

is still going on, she's just as helpless when she is 18 or 19
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to deal with this, and to say no, and to come forward as she
2

was at nine years old.

3

very glad to see that extention of the statute or limitations,

4

and that we can get these fathers for felonies even if that

s

child is 16 or over.

6

•

•

And that's another reason why I am

CHAIR!./fAN RAINS:

Yes.

One reason I feel so strongly

7

about extending the statute of limitations, as we have heard

8

time and time today, children are reluctant to come forward

9

for reasons that are obvious, I think, on their face.

And

10

these crimes often don't come to light until several years

li

down the road.

12

we now have in California law, the statutory time often has

13

expired before the crime comes to light.

And if you have a short three year period as

14

MS. JACOBY:

Yes.

JS

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

tve have a number of those cases.
Quite frankly, it is my inclination

16

to extend it even beyond five years.

17

upon five years because that's the longest that, thus far, we

IB

have been able to get in California, other than for capital

19

punishment cases, bribery of public officials, and a few others.

20

But, if I can, it is probably going to be amended to be longer

21

than five years.

22

SENATOR DOOLITTLE:

23

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

24

SENATOR DOOLITTLE:

I have kind of settled

Mr. Chairman.

Yes.
I would just second that.

I

25

think from the testimony that we have heard here, it has been

26

more than five years from the occurrence of the felonies when

27

these have been reported.

28

CHAIRl''lAN RAINS:

Yes.

I mean, that testimony really
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evidences, and this by the way, will be transcribed, so that
2

those who are voting on these bills will be able to read it,

3

but that testimony is illustrative of the need for a longer,
much longer statutory period.
MS. JACOBY:

5

I think that would be a very, very good

6

idea.

Our experience has been that if the father is not

7

prosecuted, the process that he has to go through to change

8

himself is so painful and so frighteninq, that he is not going

9

to do it unless he is forced to, through the criminal justice

10

system.

u

children whose fathers have not taken responsibility because

12

they have not been required to by the criminal justice system.

13

So, we also agree that that would be a good idea.

11
15
16
17

And so, we for that very reason, we have too many

CHAIR~ffiN

RAINS:

Thank you very much, Ms. Jacoby.

Any questions?
(No response)
CHAIRMAN RAINS:

Thank you.

The next witness will

18

be Jesse Kloppenberg, who is the president of S.L.A.M.

19

Ms. Kloppenberg here?

w

Kloppenberg.

I saw her earlier.

21

MS. KLOPPENBERG:

22

CHAIR~N

RAINS:

Is

Good morning, Ms.

Good morning, Senator Rains.
Ms. Kloppenberg is, as I indicated,

23

the President of S.L.A.M., and has been a very, very important

24

person in focusing attention on this problem throughout the

25

State of California.

26

for your efforts in this area.

27

28

And you are certainly to be commended

MS. KLOPPENBERG:

Thank you for corning today.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

I would

like to say we support all of the bills you have introduced.
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And we feel it is the most encouraging steps toward solving
2

the problem of children.

3

the system, that the legislative system can work when given

4

the opportunity.

5

of S.L.A.M., but for the more than 32,000 members, and for the

6

more than lOO,OOO,signatures of people that have signed

7

petitions in this state wanting something done about changing

8

the laws.

9

system worked, and it has given us an education in many areas

10

13

And I am speaking not just for the Board

Because most of us have been

una~mre

as to how the

along the way.
I

11
12

It just gives us so much faith in

wanted to address the mandatory sentencing part of

your 586.
CHAIPJv1AN RAINS:

Yes.

MS. KLOPPENBERG:

We support strongly.

·we do need

15

mandatory sentencing.

But, also we have to look at the

J6

aspect, if we take Atascadero away, if we take away the MDSO

17

program, we only leave judges \vith two alternatives, this is

18

probation and prison.

19

in the courtrooms and seen lenient judges hand out probation

20

time after time, or Atascadero, we are going to be in worse

21

shape than we are now, because we are going to have a lot of

22

probation where we would have had at least some people sent to

And from the many hours that I have

Atascadero for a short time.
24

25

~;at

So, that is a very imoortant

thing there.
CHAIRMAN RAINS:

I might add, that probably, is the

26

foremost reason that we have SB 278 drafted as it is, because

27

it is my fear that if we eliminate the HDSO nroara111 in its

28

entirety, and then, if we do not get the mandatory sentence
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provisions through all of the way as
2

up with

a

then we could end

worse situation than we now have.
MS. KLOPPENBERG:

3

dr~ftcd,

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

Yes.
And that's why the 278 provisions

5

are in, to insure that we end up either way, with a stronger

6

set of laws than we now have.

7

well taken.
MS. KLOPPENBERG:

8

9

So your point, I think, is very

Okay.

And then again, we would

like to address the force also, to be redefined as meaning

10

intimidation, coercion, enticement, because all of this applies

11

to children.
The increasing of the statute of limitations, we

12

13

need that.

14

although we have been made aware that this has to be tried,

J5

I think, to see if it is going to really work, because

16

it can be just as traumatic to a child to sit in a judge's

11

chambers with lights and cameras, and seven or eiqht people.

10

Because they are going to be cross-examined, just the same as

19

if they were in the courtroom.

w

present system, the man pleads guilty, so you don't have to go

21

through the stress of that cross-examination.

22

that's something that is going to have to be tried to see if

23

it works.

24

The video taping of the victim is very important,

CHAIRNAN RAINS:

sometime~

Whereas, many times, in the

So, I think

I do think that with our video

25

taping equipment that we now have available, that there won't

26

be the lights, and that sort of thing.

27

good point.

28

the trauma to the child victim.

But, you raise a very

I mean, what we are trying to do is to minimize
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MS. KLOPPENBERG:
CHAIRMAN RAINS:

2

3

And the last thing we want to do is

to exacerbate the trauma to the child victim.
MS. KLOPPENBERG:

4

•

Right.

Right, so I think it is something

5

vle have to try to see if it is successful.

And the training,

6

we need that so badly, it is unbelievable, especially in

7

towns where they don't have the funds to assign a special

8

officer.

9

examined correctly and questioned right.

smal~

Children are victimized again because they are not

Then, in the 296, the ten year limit on priors.

10

We

ll

know that the amount of crime is much higher in relation to

12

the arrests and convictions.

13

to 20 years?

14

crime ten and a half years ago, this would not apply.

JS

feel that, especially with this type of crime, it would be

16

more effective if that was changed to 20 years instead of ten.

19

Because at ten years, say, if he committed the
So, we

And then as one last comment, I would like to say

l7
18

So, why couldn't that be changed

that this
CHAIRlVI.AN RAINS:

I might add there, that again, you

20

get into what is doable, what is achievable.

21

to be imposed should this bill pass will be next to capital

22

punishQent, first degree murder cases, as harsh as any in

23

california for any type of criminal conduct.

2,.

excuse me for interrupting.

25

MS. KLOPPENBERG:

The sanctions

But anyway,

The sexual innocence of our

26

children is such an important part of a healthy childhood.

27

And we feel, with this legislation, that thousands of children

28

who would have been innocent victims, taken away and becoming
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the victim of a child molest, would instead be protected and
2

grow up to remain the innocent child that they were meant to

3

be.

4

past year, and are so happy to see that the legislators have

s

recognized the need for it, and that you, especially from

6

Ventura County, where we started, saw the need and heard us

1

and answered it.

8

9

This is the thing that we have worked

fo~

for this whole

Thank you.

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

Thank you, l'1s. Kloppenberg.

And I

might say that you and the organization which you helped

10

found, and now lead, has focused as much attention on this

11

problem, the gravity of the problem as any individual, as any

12

organization in the state.

13

just because you happen to come from an area I represent.

14

think that throughout the state of California, legislators

15

have heard the voice of S.L.A.M., of

16

Santa Clara County who have been involved, from Bakersfield,

17

from Kern County, because basically at one point in time,

lB

people throughout the state said, "Hey, •.v·ai t a minute.

!9

is enough."

20

spontaneous way started because of some rather egregious

21

examples of the inadequacies of our law, have really, I think,

22

made us focus on this terrible problem.

23
24

25
26

And you are to be commended, not

v.::::.c.rr.I.~tr,

I

those from

Enough

And that collective movement that in a very

MS. KLOPPENBERG:

Yes, I feel California is really

a pioneer in this area, and that what we do here
CHAIR11AN RAINS:

We have the chance to really go

into the forefront.

27

MS. KLOPPENBERG:

28

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

Yes, definitely.
Thank you very much.
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MS. KLOPPENBERG:

Thank you.

2

SENATOR DOOLITTLE:

3

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

4

SENATOR DOOLITTLE:

Mr. Chairman.

Yes, Senator Doolittle.
If I might just add, Ms.

s

Kloppenberg, the members of your organization are doing a good

6

job.

7

organization called S.L.A.M., which I am now well acquainted

s

with.

9

Criminal Justice Committee are getting their letters, because

10

that's where the battle is going to be fought, in my opinion.

I get letters every week addressed to my home from an

But, I just want to say, I hope those members of the

II

MS. KLOPPENBERG:

They are.

12

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:

13

SENATOR DOOLITTLE:

11

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

Yes, they are.

Good.

I might just make one further

15

comment, and that is, for those of you here, that Ms.

16

Kloppenberg has, in her individual capacity, along with other

17

members of her organization, they have \vorked very closely

18

with the staff in helping draft these bills.

19

S.L.A.M.'s input is to be found in the six bills that we now

20

have before us.

21

Thank you again, Ms. Kloppenberg.

Joe Taylor, representing the California District
Attorneys Association.

:n

And a lot of

Amongst other things, Mr. Taylor, I

wonder if you might address the constitutional problems which
we may have with respect to the video taping bill.

25

26
27
28

MR. TAYLOR:

Mr. Chairman, members of the Committee.

Thank you for inviting me to testify.

I would like to defer
1

the response to the area of video taping to somebody who is a
good deal more familiar vJith that than I am, and has been

ViDEO

1
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involved in, I believe, some of the drafting, and certainly
2
3

a great deal of study in that area, and that is Irving Prager,
of the Ventura District Attorneys Office.
that with him a few moments ago.

I was discussing

And I think he has a much

5

more indepth view of the problem, including the constitutional

6

issues that you have discussed.

7

And my remarks today, I intend to direct primarily

8

to the sentencing structure, and to the concept of treatment

9

under the Mentally Disordered Sex Offender Program.

10

So, if I

could beg off that Senator.

ll

CHAIID1AN RAINS:

12

l\1R. TAYLOR:

Okay, surely, fine.

I do represent the Ventura District

l3

Attorneys Office, and the California District Attorneys

11

Association for this appearance.

1s

compliment the members of the Committee on the very

16

comprehensive treatment that you have given this subject both

11

in your hearings today, and the hearings that were conducted

w

before in December of 1980.

19

And I want to, at the outset,

It is the position of Michael Bradbury, the District

20

Attorney of Ventura County, and the California District

21

Attorneys Association that they warmly endorse and support

22

the effort that is represented by this very comprehensive

D

legislation scheme in 586.

2~

I am not going to repeat all the policy arguments
I would remind

25

that we advanced at the hearing in December.

26

the Committee that Ron Saba, the special assistant to Mr.

27

Bradbury, appeared and testified in December.

28

him a 35 page study paper, entitled, "Child Molestation."
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And that was presented to the members of the Committee.
2

Clll\LHMAN RAINS:

3

MR. TAYLOR:

Yes.

And also, the remarks, the prepared

4

remarks of Michael Bradbury were presented, and I see, were

5

incorporated in the transcript of that hearing.

6

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

7

l'1R. TAYLOR:

Yes, they were.

So, I understand that you have all of

In his testimony before this Committee in

8

that material.

9

December, Mr. Sabo, through the paper of Nichael Bradbury,

10

pointed out the specific inadequacies that we presently face.

ll

He pointed out that is most uncommon in the State of California

12

to have a child molester sentenced to state prison, and the

13

likelihood of a child molester going to prison was four times

14

less than that of a rapist.

15

And Mr. Sabo spent a good deal of time talking about

16

the failure of the Mentally Disordered Sex Offender Program,

17

as it is presently constituted.

18

there was a great deal of,discussion by Irving Prager, who

19

also represented our office, and was then head of the Sexual

20

Assault Unit, on the inability of the Criminal Justice system

21

in California to isolate the repeat child molester from

22

society and to protect our children in this state.

23

pointed out specific inadequacies in the enhancement laws.

24

He pointed out the inadequacies of the mandatory prison

25

sentencing structure.

26

that.

27
28

In addition to that, I think

And he

And again, I don't intend to repeat all

But, I would like to outline and illustrate the
problem by a very specific situation that we faced recently
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in Ventura County, which in no way could be adequately dealt
2

with under the present law.

3

scheme of 586, 'iAIOuld have been very adesuately dealt with.
CHAIRHAN RAINS:

And under the proposed legislative

Incidently, if

I

can interrupt at

5

this time and inform you, because

think you are about to get

6

into the area, and others, that now that the TV cameras have

7

left, I do believe that we have a pedophile who is going to

8

be willing to come forward and testify, which,

9

will be a very learning experience.

I

I

think, -to me,

And upon the conclusion

10

of your testimony, we will, if that individual is still willing

ll

~r.;e

12

will take his testimony.
MR. TAYLOR:

Very good, Senator.

I

think that we

13

can confine these remarks to just a couple of minutes, and I

11

think I can make :my point.

15

]6
17

CHAIID1AN RAINS:
your testimony.

No, I don't want you to shorten

But, I think that is of some significance.

HR. TAYLOR:

Very good.

de prosecuted someone who

1

!8

I think as well as Theodore Frank represents the failure of

19

the system as it exists presently.

20

Has Decker.

21

Ventura County, because it did so adequately represent the

22

failure of the present sentencing scheme.

23

And the defendant's name

It was a case that was somewhat celebrated in

He was a graduate four times over of the Atascadero
State Hospital System.

And on each occasion, had been

released and identified and labeled as cured, and released
26

back into the

27

And Mr. Decker had reason to want to move to Ventura County

28

because he was offered a position that enabled him to use

co~~unity,

most recently into Santa Barbara.
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government funds to set up a program, also in the spirit of
2

rehabilitation, so that he could recruit

3

molesting friends from Atascadero into Ventura County.

4

that program was set up, as I said, with government funds.

5

idea and the concept v.Jas much, I suppose, the same as other

6

illnesses and other ailments that can be treated by the group

7

therapy and the association, one with the other.

8
9

so~e

of his child
And
Th

Much to the surprise, apparently, of some people,
the plan went awry when after recruiting his friends into

10

Ventura County, an investigation conducted by the police

ll

agency in that case unearthed the fact that there were in

12

excess of 20 counts of molestation of boys 14 and 15 years old.

13

And one thing that was very evident in this

11

investigation was that Mr. Decker, having been through the

15

system in Atascadero four times, and had one other felony

16

conviction, knew the system extremely well.

17

code of the State of California in this area as well as

18

anybody ln this room.

19

victims ln the age range from 14 to 15, and he knew that if he

:>u

did not apply force, that the maximum that he could suffer in

21

the way of any kind of a state prison commitment would be

2z

twice the base term for the offense in this case, of sodomy

23

on a child under the age of 16, where there was a ten year

24

age difference.

25

or three years.

26

He knew the penal

And he knev1 that if he selected his

And that penalty was 16 months, two years,

The defendant pled to multiple counts, I believe

27

about 14 counts of that offense.

28

finishing touches on a letter to the mother of the primary

And we are now putting the
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victim in that case, trying to explain to her, in her extreme
2

anguish and anger why it was that the maximum that Mr. Decker

3

could receive in state prison was six years, and why, in real

4

math terms, that means four years unless Mr. Decker in the

5

state prison system stabs the warden or does something to take

6

away his rights to good time credit, and why he gets credit

7

for the time spent in custody.

8

two-third years in the state prison for 14 counts of sodomizin

And the net result is two and

14 and 15 year old boys, when he has five prior felony
convictions.
And we need only made a xerox copy of ll70.1F of the

ll

12

penal code ·to answer these questions raised by the mother of

13

the victim, which provides that for an offense of this kind,

11.

the maximum that Mr. Decker could receive is twice the base

JS

term.

Jh

outraged at the conduct, and imposed the high term of three

17

years.

18

The sentencing judge in this case necessarily was

I

And that accounts for the six year term.
If Senate Bill 586 were in force at the time of

thes~

19

acts, and if we had the very responsible sentencinq structure

w

that is outlined in that legislative package, the result would

21

have been dramatically different.

22

been violations of section 293 (d), which would make them basic

23

child molestations, \vhere the age has been raised now to
include 15 year olds.

The crimes now would have

The punishment uould have been three,

25

six or eight years.

26

that is, each additional offense that he committed could have

27

been punished up to two years, and not the eight months that

28

would have been maximum under the old la"'''.

More importantly, the subordinate terms,
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would have been three year priors, and could have been imposed
2

without a lid, or without a limit.

3

been, as opposed to six years, 46 years, which is exactly what

4

Mr. Decker deserved.

s

his adult life molesting children, and then going from one

6

institution to another.

result would have

He has spent almost the entire part of

8

effort on the part of the legislature can be best seen by

9

pointing to a specific case like that.

Again, the California

10

District Attorneys Association and the Venture District

n

Attorneys Association warmly endorses the effort and the

12

specific sentencing provisions, even though we may have some

~

concern about the definition of force, which has been voiced

14

before, and believe that there are some refinements that could

15

be added to improve this package.

16

answer any questions if the Committee members have any.

17

you.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN V.JRIGHT:

•

net

So, perhaps the benefit of this very significant

1

•

The

19

CHAIR!!JAN RAINS:

20

ASSEMBLYWOBAN 'V'JRIGHT:

So, I am prepared to
Thank

l\1r. Chairman.

Yes, Ms. Wright.
I am really not going to ask

21

you any questions, but I am glad that you used the case of Mr.

22

Decker, because I am well aware of that gentleman.

23

MR. TAYLOR:

Yes, I know.

ASSE:01BLY'VJOMAN lvRIGHT:

While I was the Mayor of Simi

25

Valley, I was instrumental in starting a drug abuse program

26

in which we were trying to get our business community and our

27

schools together in which we could have set up a program

28

bringing parents in so they could recognize druq abuse.
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1 bc•li('VC

l~hc

organization you arc talkinq about was CODA.

2

MR. TAYLOR:

3

ASSEMBLYWOMAN WRIGHT:

It was CODA.
Yes, and that gentlemen came

4

to my office and told me about his dealings with CODA, and

5

how well he had worked with CODA.

6

and wanted to be one of our committee members.

7

invite him to a dinner that we were having in which we were

8

going to have all of our people that were involved in the

9

program.

10

And so he wanted to come in
And so I did

But, there was something about the actions of this

li

man that really bothered me.

12

checked him out through our police department and found out

13

that he was indeed listed, he was a registered child molester.

And it was at that time that I

14

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

15

ASSEMBLYWOMAN WRIGHT:

Under section 290?
Yes.

He was listed, but there

16

he was trying to get involved in a program that was

17

definitely aimed at teenagers.

18

N.R.

'l'AYLOR:

Yes, and, of course, I'm sure that you

19

have heard testimony on this point many times over that this

20

is exactly where these people aim.

21

way into positions of trust, whether it be the Little League,

22

or the Big Brothers, Boy Scouts, or even teaching.

23
24

25
26
27

28

ASSEMBLY~'VOMAN

vmiGHT:

And they will work their

It was just the point that to

the average person, he appeared to be a very concerned adult,
interested in this abuse of drugs by teenagers, and wanting to
get involved.

And I still don't understand what it was that

made me feel that I wanted to check him out.
MR. TAYLOR:

Well, I suppose that points out that
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there ought to be some effective mechanism by which community
2

groups and associations can have somebody checked out, and

3

in fact, must check somebody out before they have access to

4

our children.
CHAIRMAN RAINS:

5
6

thank the California District Attorneys Association, and in

7

particular, you and your colleagues from your own office,

8

because you have been very, very helpful to this Committee,

9

and to others as well, I know, in trying to strengthen the

10

laws in this area.

And I am certainly most appreciative.

ll

SENATOR DOOLITTLE:

12

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

13

SENATOR DOOLITTLE:

Mr. Chairman.

Yes, Senator.
I don't have 1170.1F before

14

me.

15

gave, sodomy is punishable, isn't it, by a term in the state

16

prison of three, six or eight years, is that right?

I just wanted to explore this with you.

17

MR. TAYLOR:

18

SENATOR DOOLITTLE:

19

•

Mr. Taylor, I want to specifically

20

21
22

You mean under present law?

l\1R. TAYLOR:

Of course, the example

The example I gave you was a non-

forcible sodomy involving a victim under the age of 16.
SENATOR DOOLITTLE:
what, one year, then?

24

MR. TAYLOR:

Okay.

And that would have been

Sixteen months, two years, or three

years, yes, sir.

26

SENATOR DOOLITTLE:

27

MR. TAYLOR:

28

Yes.

you gave was before the law was changed, perhaps.

23

25

The example you

Is that still current law?

I believe it is.

I brought my penal

code but I don't have it here.
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SENATOR DOOLITTLE:
2
3
4

MR. TAYLOR:

I think I've got 286 here.

I have to pick up the penal code every

time I look at it.
SENATOR DOOLITTLE:

Well, anyway, the problem is,

5

is that little provision in 1170.1F that puts a cap on what

6

the ultimate length of term can be, no matter how many

7

multiple acts there are, isn't that right?

8

MR. TAYLOR:

Yes, sir.

9

SENATOR DOOLITTLE:

10

MR. TAYLOR:

ll

CHAiillfl..AN RAINS:

Okay.

Thank you.
Thank you very much.

VJith the

1~

express understanding that

13

or cameras, Ms. Haddad, was there another witness who came

1~

v-Ii th you today?

)';

MS. HADDAD:

Yes.

~here

will be no TV's in the room,

But I would like for Channel 11

16

to remove the camera physically from the room, if vle could or

11

I won't let our vli tness testify.

18

CHAIRf\1AN RAINS:

I appreciate that, and I would hope

19

that they would accomraodate your wishes.

20

Haddad, we will wait until the camera has been removed

21

physically from the room.

n

is coming right now.

23

that I very much appreciate the presense of the witness.

24

rather suspect it is the type of testimony that can be

25

especially significant to this Committee, and not the type of

26

testimony that

•,.;Je

Mr. Martin, Ms.

It appears as though the cameraman

While they are coming, I would just say
I

ordinarily have the opportunity to receive.

The camera is outside the room now, Ms. Haddad.
28

MS. HADDAD:

First of all, I \•70Uld like to say that
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you can probably forget about everything that everyone else
2

3

•

has said today, and listen to this man.
of mine, he is a pedophile.

This man is a friend

He likes little boys.

And it is

4

very, very important that we listen to this man, because he

5

can tell you how he and other pedophiles seduce your children.

6

You are not going to catch this man, because his victims end

.7

up loving him, and he loves children more than I love children .

8

I will assure you of that.

9

and listen hoping that you can gain some awareness instead

So, I hope that you will listen,

10

of bitterness, because there are many, many pedophiles walking

ll

the street, and it takes an awful lot of courage for this man

12

to come forward

today

and give this testimony.

13

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

14

ANONYMOUS:

I am sure that it does.

I am obviously not used to giving

l5

testimony, so it is going to be rather difficult for me to

16

know even where to begin.

17

to boys roughly 11 years old.

18

important to testify because nobody else is going to come up

19

here and say what I feel needs to be said.

I am a pedophile.

I am attracted

I personally feel it is

And I have done work in the past with Detective

20
21

Martin, and I have had quite a few hours of talking to Ms.

22

Haddad.

23

up here and say what I would feel needs to be said.

21

And I think it is imperative that I or somebody get

And the first point is, as far as legislation goes,

25

I would like to see, as a pedophile, and I think this would be

26

a very good idea, a proviso in the law, where if a pedophile

27

was arrested on a complaint, that there be a proviso where he

28

could admit guilt to the act without the need of any indepth
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testimony from the victim.

And I think that would happen in

2

many more cases than you would realize, where a man knows that

3

the goods are on him, he would probably immediately admit

4

guilt without having to go through all the hard testimony on

5

the child's part.

6

CHAIR1"1AN RAINS:

7

ANONYMOUS:

8

CHAIR1'1AN RAINS:

Yes, please.

opportunity to plead guilty, in which case no witness comes

10
1

forward at any point in time.

12

ANONYMOUS:

13

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

14
Je>

Under our present system of laws,

at the time of arraignment, a person is afforded the

9

11

Hay I interrupt and ask?

Right.
So, the question is, what would

prevent a pedophile from doing that under our existing system?
ANONYMOUS:

Basically, there vrould be a different

16

way of handling it.

If he knows that it has been arraigned,

l7

and that it is going to go on to a full Superior or Municipal

18

Court trial, then he would more likely knov7 that he was going

19

to be found guilty, that they have got the evidence, they have

20

got the goods already.

21

in many cases, fifty percent, I would guess, would at that

22

point just plead guilty to spare the kid any further trauma.

And I believe that he would probably,

CHAIRfJ'.AN RAINS:

I guess I am still not sure I

24

understand.

25

fact the pedophile, if that goes through the pedophile's mind?

26
27

28

What prevents that from taking place now, if, in

ANONYMOUS:

What prevents that now, I think, is the

hope of the being released on an l\1DSO type release, things
along those lines.

Now, I am in favor of dropping the MDSO
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program.

•

I don't think it helps the

2

pedophile.

3

in this state to

4

I have never talked to anyone who understood really what the

5

problem is.

6

textbook answers which I have never seen fit.

7

known quite a few other pedophiles.

8

first textbook answer I hear all of the time is, a pedophile

9

is the victim of a molest himself.

I don't think there is a coherent system right now

10

few who were.

ll

own.

hel~

pedophiles.

I don't, from my experience,

Most people I have spoken to have all sorts of
And I have

I know myself.

I \'\l'asn 't.

The

I know very

I became a pedophile through no choice of my

It is some quirk in my own makeup.
I first became aware I was a pedophile when I was

12
13

11 years old.

14

my early 20's.

JS

program like the MDSO that works.

And the first time I acted on that, I was in
And I don't think you are going to find a

CHAIR~ffiN

16

RAINS:

Are you saying that the first time

17

that you, yourself, took sexual advantage of a young person

IB

was when you were in your 20's?

lY

•

I don't think it works.

ANONYMOUS:

But I was aware through my own

Yes.

20

youth that I was.

21

a little girl in school, I fell in love vJi th a little boy.

22

And it was something I was afraid to act on because of peer

When you were 11 and you fell in love with

pressure and everything as I grew up.
24
25

26

But, I always was a

pedophile.
!

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

Has your attraction always been to

young boys as opposed to young girls?

27

ANONYMOUS:

28

SENATOR DOOLITTLE:

Yes, it has.
Mr. Chairman.
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CHAIRMAN RAINS:

Yes, Senator Doolittle.

SENATOR DOOLITTLE:

2

Sir, I don't know if you can

3

answer this, but if you can, what made you lose your fear of

4

acting on that?
ANONYMOUS:

5

I don't know if I could come up with a

6

coherent answer in the length of time I am going to have here.

7

There is a need of being loved in all of us, and the situation

8

finally presented itself, and I acted on it.

9
10

involved with a boy who lived next door to me. And it almost
•
just happened.
It wasn't a textbook seduction. And that was

11

really the first time I acted on my feelings.
SENATOR DOOLITTLE:

12

I first became

We spoke of trying to help

13

pedophiles, is it your feeling most pedophiles 'ltlrish to be

14

helped or do they accept their situation and continue to -ANONYMOUS:

15

I would say most wish to be helped, but

16

right now there are no programs there that really do help them.

11

I had a clash with the law in 1975 in another state.

18

grew up here in the Los Angeles area.

l'J
20
21

I

And I

And I was referred

through probation back to Los Angeles with the proviso I seek
out psychological assistance.
vJell, the Los Angeles County Probation Department

22

referred me to people that had no knowledge of the problem

23

of pedophilia, including one gentleman who decided that the
cure to pedophilia was have me lie on the floor and do deep

25

breathing exercises.

26

not going to help the state, it is not going to help the

27

potential victims.

28

CHAIR~~N

And that's not going to help me,

RAINS:

is

Your clash with the law in another
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state in 1975, was that as a result of pedophilia?
ANONYMOUS:

2

Yes, it was.

3

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

4

ANONYMOUS:

5

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

6

Yes, I did.
And recognizing that was a foreign

jurisdiction, what type of sentence did you receive?

7

ANONYMOUS:

8

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

9

ANONYMOUS:

10

And did you suffer a conviction?

I had a three year sentence, suspended.
Suspended.

Not suspended, but suspended with the

provision that I seek psychological assistance.
CHAIRJ\1AN RAINS:

ll

So you were put on probation with

12

certain terms and conditions of probation to which you had to

13

adhere?

11

ANONYMOUS:

15

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

16

ANONYMOUS:

Only before I could arrange bail, in all,

14 days.

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

19

:>o

ANONYMOUS:

22

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

24

So it was strictly pre-arraignment

detention?

21

23

How much jail time, if any, did you

serve?

17

w

Correct.

Right.
After conviction, there

'lrJaS

no

period of incarceration?
ANONYMOUS:

None at all.

I walked directly out of

the courtroom.
26
27

28

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

\•las that the only time that you hav

suffered a conviction over the years?
ANONYMOUS:

Yes, it was.
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CHAil~MAN

2

RAINS:

Do you have any idea how many

children you have had sexual experiences with?
I would say, as a very close estimate,

ANONYMOUS:

3

14.
CHAIRMJ\N RAINS:

5
6

years?

7

ANONYMOUS:

8

CHAIRr~AN

9

Over what period of time, hovl many

Over 18 years.

RAINS:

So, on the average, about one time

a year, if one averaged it over the years?

10

ANONYMOUS:

ll

CHAIR~1AN

Yes, if you averaged it out.

RAINS:

Did most of these experiences take

12

place in a cluster, at or about one period of time, or really

13

is it spread out over that time period.

JS

spread out.
CHAIRMAN RAINS:

J6
17

It would be until the last few years,

ANOI'lYMOUS:

11

years ago?

When you say until the last few years.
ANONYMOUS:

18

Did something happen a couple of

Something happened in my life through

19

self-examination and observing some other pedophiles, where I

20

was directly involved in a case in Santa Monica where there

21

was a scoutmaster v7ho was a pedophile and admitted molesting

22

300 boys.

23

the gentleman disgusting.

2~

police.

25
26

And I observed him, I knew who he \vas, and I found
And eventually, I went to the

And that began a process of

CHAIRMAN RAINS:
introspection on your part?

27

ANONY~10US:

28

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

Correct.
Are you still attracted to young
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11 year old boys?
ANONYMOUS:

2
3

be.

That's -- I can say that they will claim cures, but I hav

4

not yet found a cure.
CHAIRMAN RAINS:

5
6

I

Yes, I think every pedophile always will

lack of a better expression, a pedophile anonymous program?

7

ANONYMOUS:

8

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

9
10

Is there anything similar to a, for

I wish there was.
Because, what you are saying is

very similar to what we know about with respect to Alcoholics
Anonymous, and a lot of other programs.
ANONYMOUS:

11

Well, I sincerely wish there was a

12

pedophile anonymous type program.

But, at the same time, I

13

have worries about it.

l+

had a succession of experiences with boys or girls who are

15

willing.

16

all your previous witnesses didn't bring up.

17

majority, and I think that Detective Martin will back me up

18

on this, of the victims are willing victims.

19

they don't complain.

20

of the authorities.

21

these willing victims because of the willingness of the boys

22

or girls involved, kid themselves into feeling they are doing

23

nothing wrong, because they can give you hours and hours of

24

stor

Because, your average pedophile has

That's the pedophile you never see, the ones that
The vast

And due to that,

It never gets brought to the attention
These gentlemen who are engaged with

s about how they have helped these children, how

25

they .
have brought them up from a worse economic situation, or SOCla

26

situation, and improved on their lives.

27

they are doing good.

28

of being forced into an

And they feel that

So, they certainly, without the impetus
~ction,

would not seek help.
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CHAIRHAN RAINS:
2

Are you suggesting that the average

pedophile lavishes gifts on the child?

3

ANONYMOUS:

Not necessarily gifts.

4

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

5

ANONYHOUS:

Would you say that

It could be anything from a meal that

6

he wouldn't get otherwise, to sophisticated gifts.

7

it would be
CHAIRM.l-\.N RAINS:

8

9

You know,

But, there is sornethinq material

or tangible there that helps you or other pedophiles secure
ANONYMOUS:

10

Not always.

The greatest attraction is

11

the attraction of love.

The kids feel needed, they feel

12

wanted, maybe for the first time in their life.

13

invariably come from terrible, terrible home situations.

14

are not the kids that we tend to think of as, you know, the

15

nice innocent little surburban boy is nulled into a car and

16

raped.

They
They

I am talking about the average victim of pedophilia

is the kid who comes from the home life that is so horrible,
18

he is out there looking for somebody who will provide love and

19

attentioh to him.

20

because these children never complain.

That's why you never hear about these cases,

21

CHAIRHAN R:l-\.INS:

22

SENATOR

23

Yes, Senator Doolittle.

DOOL~TTLE:

I was just curious, although

still attracted, do you continue to seek out the sexual
experiences with children?

25
26
27
28

ANONYMOUS:

No, I don 1 ·t.

SENATOR DOOLITTLE:

I think tha.t is an inportant

point that might be made here, as one of the great religious
leaders said, you hate the sin, and not the sinner.

And

L __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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aJ t.houqh a pedophile, \\hat is criminal :Ls not the status of
2

being one, but of commi ttinq the acts. l\nci I

3

be punished.

4

ANONYilOUS :

5

CHA:::RMAN RAINS:

6

question.

Ms.

~1os

agree.
One of the staff attorneys has a

:3.

MS. MOSS:

7

I

think the acts must

Yes.

These sexual relationshios with

8

children, is this a one time sexual relationship, or does

9

this relationship take place over a :period of time, and involve

10

several contacts, sexual contacts with the child?
~'Vell,

ANONYMOUS:

ll

it would, of course, differ from

12

individual to individual.

13

is a literal

11

any of the adult heterosexual types, you know, and you will

J5

find exactly the same operating in the pedophilic world.

16

will find the type of man who is an opportunist, who

,~

"

microcos~

Your pedophilic world, if you would,

of the world we all know.

one time sexual encounter with somebody.

You can take

You

~ants

You will find ones

10

who literally, enotionally settle down and get married to a

19

c

w

lcL

And those relationships can last as much as five years.

think that would be the best way I could describe the

21

relationships I fell into.

22

relationships.

23

He is a completely s·traight, heterosexual.

24

close friends with him.

25

with him last night.

26
27

28

a

They were continuing, ongoing

The first boy I was involved with is 26 now.
I am still very

As a matter of fact, I went to dinner

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

Now that he is 26, do you have any

physical attraction to him?
ANONYMOUS:

No, I don't.

That's another difference
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in pedophiles, between the heterosexual and homosexual
2

pedophile.

The homosexual pedophile finds a definite cealing

3

on attraction, to where he is not interested in a boy over
a certain age.

In my case, it is the point of puberty.

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

5

When you used the number 14, I

6

assume, and correct me if I am wrong, that you were referring

7

to 14 different individuals, not just 14 experiences?

8

ANONYMOUS:

No, 14 individuals.

9

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

Perhaps hundreds of contacts, but

10

14 different individuals with whom you had some sort of

11

relationship.

12

ANONYMOUS:

13

CHAIID1AN RAINS:

1;

Right.
First of all, have you at any time

been bi-sexual?
ANONYMOUS:

16

No, I haven't.

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

You have not been.

It seems as

though from what you have been saying, that pedophiles tend
lB

affiliate with each other.

19

ANONYMOUS:

20

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

They certainly do.
It seems as though you know many,

21

at least have some way of corning into contact.

22

they congregate at certain locations?

23

ANONYMOUS:

Do they?

Do
\

Well, they congregate out of necessity,

that you can't spend your whole life and not tell somebody

25

you are doing.

26

as important as your sex life, and it is secret.

27

eventually, you do seek out and find other people of the same
interests.

1

wha~

2>

28

I

It gets awfully lonely if you have qot a thing
So,

And it's not that hard.
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CHAIRMAN RAINS:
2

what?
ANONYMOUS:

3

No, they don't ever go into gay bars,

4

to my knowledge.

5

that have been contacted.

6

boy, he knows some other boy that's having a relationship.

7

The figures on pedophilia are astronomical in this state or

8

in any other state.

9

I would say Big Brothers are 95 percent.

The opportunities are through other kids
If you had a relationship with one

For instance, in my own personal studies,

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

10

Nell, that was going to be my next

ll

question, whether or not you had ever gravitated toward that

12

type of program, and if you haven't, if you know of others who

13

have.

15
16

And you have obviously answered.
ANONYMOUS:

II

rare.

I personally haven't.

But, that's very

Most pedophiles do.
CHAIRMAN RAINS:

But, in a program like Big Brothers,

u
·~

which enjoys quite a bit of respect, you are suggesting that

18

as many as 95 percent of those might be pedophiles?

19

•

Is it generally at a gay bar or

ANONYMOUS:

The term I have heard used very often,

is it is an organization of, by and for boy lovers .
21

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

22

ANONYMOUS:

<"·'}

That is an astonishing statement.

The way they set you up with your little

""

brother is run like a dating service in many, many respects,

24

to where you pick a boy by his appearance, out of a book of

25
26

27
28

photographs.

And it is very, very deeply involved.

Scouts are deeply involved.

The Boy

Every block, I would say, has

somebody who is at least interested, if not acting on it.
There are many, many more pedophiles, kicking around
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country than people realize.
2

I think only the gentleman next

to me knows how many there are and agrees with me.

3

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

4

ANONYMOUS:

5

CHAIID1AN RAINS:

Detective Martin?

Um-hmm.
When you were young, approaching

6

the age of puberty, when you first began to sense these

7

feelings, as you have already told us, and now, as you sit

8

here many years later and reflect back upon that period in

9

your life, is there any type of program that comes to mind

1o

that might have been of assistance to you, or is it just that

u

you did not have the love of the nuclear family or of others

12

that is so important to any young child?
ANONYMOUS:

13

Well, to begin with, I don't think there

11

is any program that would catch the budding pedophilia in

IS

their own childhood, because very soon after that program was

16

initiated, it would be all pedophiles running it.

11

think you
CHAIRMAN RAINS:

18
19

ANONYMOUS:

21

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

23

We get back to the Big Brother

syndrome.

:C:(J

~

So, I don't

Yes.
People gravitate toward that type

of program.
ANONYMOUS:

I mean, your youth volunteer that is

24

working with any youth activity, nine times out of ten, he is

25

working with that activity because he is attracted to the

26

people in it.

27

SENATOR DOOLITTLE:

28

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

Mr. Chairman.

Yes, Senator Doolittle.
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SENATOR DOOLITTLE:

I must assume you probably are

2

the exception rather than the rule, as to being a pedophile,

3

but not committing the acts.

4

about the Big Brothers -- I am going to ask you about the

5

Scouts in a minute -- but, that these who are pedophiles are

6

also committing the acts as well, in most cases?

7

ANONYMOUS:

8

SENATOR DOOLITTLE:

9

ANONYMOUS:

Is the inference, then, say,

I would say in most cases, yes.
What would you say

If I can explain what I mean.

Your

10

average pedophile, if we can put quotes on it, not the

II

gentleman that is in the criminal justice system, usually.

12

He is not molesting the entire soccer team or little league

13

team.

14

situation arising where all the other kids could say, "Well,

IS

guess what little Billy did," and it comes to the attention

16

of the authorities.

17

the fact that he is like the teacher's pet, and he's getting

18

these little extra frills.

19

no one ever sees it.

He's got one kid in that group.

:.:o
:ZJ

Instead, little Billy is very secure in

And he is not complaining.

SENATOR DOOLITTLE:

I

So, there is no

So

What do your studies show as to

the Boy Scouts, in your opinion?

22

ANONYMOUS:

I would say it's very heavily infiltrate

23

I couldn't give a percentage on that, because a lot of the

24

people in it are parents.

25

of being a parent does not prevent you from being a pedophile.

26

I would say 50 percent of the avowed

27

parents.

28

But, the mere situation or status

SENATOR DOOLITTLE:

pe~ophiles

Thank you.
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CHAIRMAN RAINS:

I find what you are saying to be

2

especially disturbing, because what do we do?

3

of my six bills affords organizations such as Big Brothers the

, I

You know, one

opportunity to determine whether or not someone who has had

5

made application to work with a child, has any sort of record

6

in the area, so that that person ought not to be associating

7

with the children.

8

one, it may be that many who run the program, quite frankly,

9

they just are not going to be that concerned with respect to

Now, based upon what you tell us, number

10

whether or not the propensity is there.

11

what you tell us, very few pedophiles ever suffer a

12

conviction, which comes as no surprise.

13

to ferret out those individuals, in any event.

!4

ANONYMOUS:

15

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

J6

~llell,

And number two, from

So, we are not going

what I have found -Is that an accurate statement of

what you are telling us?
ANONYMOUS:

I
I

vmat I have found from experience with

ill

people involved in Big Brothers, they are far more concerned

!9

about finding somebody who won't cause them a bad name, you

20

know, the non-obvious pedophile, if you would.

21

that virtually all their volunteers are pedophiles and they

22

know it.
LT. MARTIN:

j
I

I

Because I thin

How many pedophiles do you think there

are in the United States?
ANONYMOUS:

lvell, that's a question he asks me quite

26

often, and I would guess the number of pedophiles would

27

probably be somewhere around one percent of the population.

28

C
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have never been able to document it, although I often hear
2

that statistic used.

3

ANONYJ1.10US:

Well, I can --

CHAIRMAN RAINS:
5
6
7

8
9
10
ll

Is it just a guestimate based upon

your observations over the years?
ANONYJ1.10US:

Well, I come to that statistic through

a little research.
CHAIRJ1.1AN RAINS:
astonishing statistic.

I mean, again, that's just an

I mean, it's absolutely frightening,

if you are right.
ANONYJ1.10US:

Well, I come up with that through just

12

simple arithmetic, almost, with the Kinsey Report, for

13

instance, which is 20 years old.

I>

have told the truth then, but would now.

1~

percent of the population is exclusively homosexual.

J6

would say ten percent of that, exclusive of any population, is

l7

exclusively pedophile.

tB

lists, and all, I think would indicate that, and bear it out.

19

And a lot of people wouldn't
It states that ten
Well, I

And the size of some of the mailing

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

If you are anywhere near accurate,

2o

that means that we have about 2,500,000 pedophiles in the

21

United States.

22

ANONYJ1.10US:

23

CHAIRJI.'lAN RAINS:

Correct.
And California, having in excess of

ten percent of our national population, that means we have in
25

excess of a quarter of a million pedophiles in California.

26

ANONYMOUS:

27

CHAIRJI.'lAN RAINS:

28

I would say that is a very close figure.
And yet we know that very few

pedophiles are, number one, apprehended are fewer yet
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convicted of crimes.
ANONYMOUS:

2

3

Hell, I would quote Detective Martin

when he says only the stupid ones are detected.

4

ASSEMBLYV'JOMAN WRIGHT:

5

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

6

ASSEMBLYWOMAN vJRIGHT:

May I?

Yes, Assemblywoman Nright.
I guess my problem at this

7

point is that I am hearing all the bad, okay.

What I think

a

we have to do is also look at some positives.

We know all the

9

laws in the world are not going to end it.

So, what is

10

another step that can be taken?

Now we have all the laws.

11

We will say we have all the laws on the books, and we are

12

going to take care of everyone that gets caught.

13

about the ones that aren't caught, that are still, mentally

J1

and physically abusing our youngsters?

But, what

I wish I had the answer to that.

15

ANONYMOUS:

J6

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

Let me add an addendum, because I

17

think Ms. Wright has really put forward an excellent question.

!8

Because, we've got a package of six bills, and a lot of

19

thought, and a lot of work has gone into this.

20

you are saying is, no matter how Draconian the bills may be,

21

no matter how harsh they may be, that really when you get out

22

into the real world, we are not going to find many of these

23

people.

21

effectively cannot address the problem from a legislative

And, so to the extent that is a true statement, we

standpoint or even from a judicial standpoint.
26
27

28

What, basicall

So, what can

we do, what can we, as a society, do to help in this area?
ANONYMOUS:

I wish I had the answer.

LT. MARTIN:

Senator, I have the answer.
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CHAIRMAN RAINS:
LT. MARTIN:

2

Yes, Detective Martin.

I think public awareness is what we

3

have to

we have to educate the public to the way this man

4

operates.

I think that is absolutely what we have to do.

5

think that is the biggest step we can take, is to go out and

6

to tell parents how this man seduces their child.

7

of force situations which get a lot of publicity is really a

8

rarity in the world of pedophilia.

9

and everybody in society thinks everybody forces children.

I

The number

It gets a lot of publicity,

10

This man would never force a child to do anything.

11

have to.

12

children in our society that come from that unloving home

13

environment isastronomical.

14

You can't get people to come to you.

15

them, and tell them how this man operates, show the signs.

16

Break down the communication barrier between parents and their

,,'"

children.

lH

communication barrier is.

l9

for you to tell your children three simple words, "I love you."

20

When is the last time you did it?

21

or every other day.

22

father?

23

I get involved with them, I show them attention, affection,

I

2,;

:;s
26

The number of ayailable children, the number of

So, we have to go out to people.
You have got to go to

I am the father of three kids.

~ve

I know what the

How important, in my opinion, it is,

My wife does it every day,

When is the last time I did it as a

just don't do that.

If I tell my kids I love them,

I do things with them, he doesn't have a chance.
simple.

He doesn't

It's that

Now, everybody says I am simplistic, yes, I am.

over 4,000 pedophiles have told me exactly what he has been

')~

d

28

But,

trying to tell you today.
ASSEMBLYli>JOl''lAN WRIGHT:

Hay I have just one step
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forward?
2

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

Yes.

3

ASSEMBLYWOMAN WRIGHT:

Then, suppose in a given time

4

this is accomplished, and we have this relationship, which,

5

as you are saying, practically puts him out of business, if

6

they still have this drive, or this desire, do they then

7

become the violent ones that we see come into the system?
LT. MARTIN:

8
9

Absolutely not.

This man sitting next

to me would no more have hurt a child 1 physically. In my opinio ,

10

he hurts them mentally, but not physically.

It's just like

11

men that go out to bars looking for women.

12

find one 1n a month or two, they don't go start raping women.

13

They keep trying.

14

we do.

1s

four, five years.

16

this afternoon.

17

at S.C., to law enforcement officers and other people.

JB

bring him in just specifically to tell, let them see the

19

pedophile, what he looks like.

20

it's not that type of thing.

21

parents have of this man.

22

in a sense.

23

the things that are necessary to get to their children.

24

public awareness is the way we have to fight this crime.

25

can make all the laws in the world, we won't catch 90 percent

26

of these pedophiles.

Because they don't

He's going to keep trying no matter what

Now, he says he hasn't molested in the last three,
That doesn't mean he's not going to do it
This man and I go, and we teach classes here

He attended S.C. here.

And I

So,

It's not the picture that most

He is the nicest man in the world,

He will make friends with the family, he will do all

There's no way.

27

ASSEHBLYWOJ11AN WRIGHT:

28

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

I know that.

Yes, Ms. Haddad.
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MS. HADDAD:
2

Committee how difficult it is.

3

home the other evening to watch a tape of Tim O'Hara talking

4

about having anal intercourse with children at age four, and

5

some other bizarre things.

6

it also showed a 60 Minutes segment, with Lloyd on 60 Minutes

7

in 1977, of the "Meatrack" in Hollywood, and children being

8

seduced, and children even acting somewhat seductively on the

9

streets of Hollywood.

I had several ladies into my

And when the tape had ended, and

One mother turned around to me, and

10

said, "Well, Mrs. Haddad, when you get through locking all the

ll

child molesters up,whowill take care of these children who hit

12

the streets?"

13

care of the children?"

14

to lock these people up, who are taking care of their children

15

when they hit the streets.

Now, that's a mother.

"Who is going to take

When I run around fighting for laws

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

16

I

Mr. Chairman, I would like to show the

You talk about public awareness.
Sir, could you tell us a bit about

17

your background?

18

what kind of family did you grow up in, from the socio-

19

economic standpoint, what kind of community did you grow up

20

in?

21

I don't care about the cities and names, but

What kind of education did you have?
ANONYMOUS:

Well, I grew up in a staunchly middle
I grew

22

class family.

23

up in the early part of my life as an extremely fluent child.

24

My parents lived north of Chicago, lakefront property.

My parents are both college graduates.

25

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

26

ANONYMOUS:

Up around Lake Forest?

Right, Island Park and then Lake Forest.

27

At the age of nine, they went through a bankruptcy, and we

28

moved to Los Angeles, and lived comfortably for the remainder
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of my childhood.

They never obtained the wealth they had

2

before.

I attended public schools.

3

grade, went in the service, served three honorable years.

4

managed to get an equivalency diploma when I got out of the

5

service, I attended S.C. for several years.

6

school for a while.

7

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

8

ANONYMOUS:

9

electronics.

11

I am a pedophile.

I

But, I work in

I have a normal life, other than the fact that

Have you had a steady employment

history?

i1

ANONYMOUS:

IS

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

16

I worked for the

I ran out of Veterans benefits.

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

12

I

Did you graduate from U.S.C.?

graduated with only an Associate Degree.

10

13

I dropped out in the llth

I did until my problems in 1975.
When you were arrested in another

state?
ANONYMOUS:

Right.

The word got out in Los Angeles

18

where I was working, and the type of field I am in, there are

19

only several suppliers who know everybody in the industry.

w

And once the word got out, I would be working on a new job for

21

a couple of days.

22

and I would be mysteriously fired.

A suppliers' representative would come by,

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

Can you tell us, how does one

seduce a young child?
25

ANONYMOUS:

26

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

27

ANONYMOUS:

28

There is no definitive way.

Every --

How did you?

Every situation is different.

children seduce me.
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CHAIRMAN RAINS:
2

examples?
ANONYMOUS:

3

Well, the child who has had prior

4

experience is out, many times, looking.

5

in the way a pedophile reacts to a child.

6

children that are available are aware that there is something

7

different about this guy.

8

experience, they sometimes will quite voluntarily offer their

9

physical services.

And there is somethin
I think the

And if they have had prior

Detective Martin asked what the key is.

lO

The type

II

of child that is available could come from any background.

12

The only common force that operates in their lives is

13

completely uncaring parents, irregardless of wealth or social

11

esteem or anything else.

15

kids are quite often available.

J6

always.

l7

•

Can you give us some specific

If the parents don't care, their

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

In fact,

I would say almost

Did you ever have an experience

18

where a young boy with whom you came in contact had not had a

19

prior experience with an adult male?

~()

ANONYMOUS:

21

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

22
23

Yes .
How did you approach that

individual?
ANONYMOUS:

Well, it isn't -- the first time you

2l

meet them, you don't seduce them.

25

boy I was involved with, we were friends for almost a year.

26

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

27

ANONYMOUS:

28

over and use my pool.

For instance, the first

In what type of setting?

He lived next door to me.

He would come

He would just come over and talk, come
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over and ask for help with his homework.

And after the period

2

of a year, he pretty well understood where I was.

3

a --

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

4

s

It wasn't

Had anything been said, or was it

just -ANONYMOUS:

6

It just happened.

Jill would like me

to talk about another boy.
CHAIRMAN RAINS:
9

us what happened?

Do you feel as though you can tell

\tVhat did happen on that occasion?

10

ANONYMOUS:

The first occasion was simple felatio.

ll

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

How was the approach made, the

12

physical approach?

13

year, you secured the boy's confidence.

I

I understand that over the period of a

ANONYMOUS:

~

Well, the first time, he had, for the

.,

last six months before that, been using my swimming pool and

J6

so forth.

l7

pool, gone in my bathroom, taking a shower, and came out nude,

18

and just threw himself at me, and said, "Let's wrestle."

19

it just developed from that.

20

This boy was wrestling nude with me, and it just developed

21

from there.

This particular day, he had come over, used the

24

There was no real seduction.

Is that characteristic, in your

CHAIRMAN RAINS:
23

And

opinion, of the way that many of these relationships develop?
ANONYMOUS:

Yes.

Another situation, I met a boy in

25

another state who I grew to like very much.

26

opportunity arose for him to come to Los Angeles with me and

27
28

And the

another pedophile, to go to Disneyland, and so forth.
just took him aside and said, "Look, this is what I am
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interested in.
2

CHAI~N

RAINS:

ANONYMOUS:

6

CHAIR~ffiN

7

ANONYMOUS:

8

CHAI~N

10

So, you were just very up front wit

him.

5

9

Instead, he

just very happily went along with it.

3
4

If you want to back out, do it."

Yes.

RAINS:

How old was he?

He was 11.

RAINS:

How is it that you and another

pedophile brought him from another state.

Did you know the

parents?
ANON¥MOUS:

II

Certainly.

He had a wonderful home

12

life.

He was the second youngest of four boys.

13

was living with her boyfriend.

14

simply for the boys to reside in, and she would check on them

Js

15 minutes everyday to make sure they had clean clothes.

16

was no adult supervision in the home.
CHAIR~ffiN

i7

RAINS:

taking her child out of state?

19

ANONYMOUS:

20

Ther

She even signed a consent form, of loco

parentis for me, in case he got hurt while we were here.
WRIGHT:

21

ASSEMBLYWO~N

22

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

23

She would maintain an apartmen

You informed her that you were

Ia

I

His mother

about Lester."

May I ask a question?

I heard Ms. Haddad said, "Tell them

Was that Lester?

24

ANONYMOUS:

25

MS. HADDAD:

That's Lester.
He seduced Lester is the point.

26

he went through a long

27

relationship with Lester before you finally seduced him

28

sexually.

I mean,

tell them how long you were in the
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ANONYMOUS:
2

3

Oh, at least six months.

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

indirect, had an experience of this nature?
ANONYMOUS:

s

Have you ever by force, however

No.

There is no reason for force,

almost, since there are so many kids who are more than willing.

6

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

7

ASSEMBLYW0~1AN

Ms. Wright.

WRIGHT:

Yes.

You spoke of your

s

parents and yourself, but you never said anything about any

9

other members to your family.

10

ANONYMOUS:

ll

ASSEMBLYWOMAN hTRIGHT:

Do you any brothers or sisters?

I have an older sister.
Just an older sister.

And

12

another thing, you said that you were nine years old when your

13

family became bankrupt?
ANONYMOUS:

15

16

Correct.

ASSEHBLYWOMAN vvRIGHT:
carne to California?

l7

ANONYMOUS:

18

ASSEMBLYWO~~N

19

And it was at that point you

Correct.
WRIGHT:

And you were eleven, and you

suddenly discovered that you had these tendencies.

Do you

think there was anything involved between the nine and eleven
21

with the possibility that your parents got more involved in
the fact that they were having a trauma of their own?

23

ANONYMOUS:

24

good answer on that.

25
26
27

28

I have often tried to come up with a
That's almost always asked, and I think

there may be link there, but I don't know.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN WRIGHT:
ANONYMOUS:

Is your sister straight?

Yes, she is.

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

Well, you may not want to disclose
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this, you say that your sister is straight, is she married?
2

ANONYMOUS:

3

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

4

ANONYMOUS:

5

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

6

ANONYMOUS:

7

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

8

ANONYMOUS:

9

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

And has children?

Three.
Older or younger than you?

My sister?
Yes.

My sister is older.

lO

ANONYMOUS:

ll

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

She is older.

How much older?

Five years.
So, she was about 14 at the time

12

your family went through a family experience that was quite

1.3

traumatic, a financial experience, an uprooting of the life-

14

style?

JS

ANONYMOUS:

16

CHAIID1AN RAINS:

Right.
I think Mr. Cohen has a few

l7

questions he would like to ask of you.

Hl

attorney, the chief staff attorney for the Joint Committee.

19

•

Yes, she is.

MR. COHEN:

Two questions.

Mr. Cohen is an

One, is there any other,

20

besides the nuclear family, is there anybody else who is

21

i~~ediately

related to you, who is a pedophile?

22

ANONYMOUS:

No.

23

MR. COHEN:

The other thing is, when you were 11,

24
25
26
27
28

did you disclose to anybody the feelings you had?
ANONYMOUS:

No.

I kept them within myself.

I was

intensely afraid of peer pressure, as I was a teenager.
MR. COHEN:

I am sure you have been asked this

question, but if there had been a climate in which you could
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have come forth, do you think it would have made a difference?
ANONYHOUS:

2

I doubt it.

3

think it was that abnormal.

4

as I grew older.
MR. COHEN:

5

6

At the beginning, I didn't

I felt it would probably go away

Well, you said you didn't disclose it

because of peer group pressure, and then you said -ANONYMOUS:

7

tvell, I am saying, first, when I was 11,

s

when I first became aware of it, the standard line to 11 year

9

olds, of course, is, you are not interested in little girls

10

yet.

So, I kept hearing that word "yet" and figuring, well,

11

when I am a teenager, I will grow out of it.
HR. COHEN:

12

Well, my point is, if somebody hadn't

1.3

said "yet" and said, "Let's sit down and talk about this,"

14

you don't think it would have made any difference?

15

ANONYMOUS:

I doubt it.

16

MR. COHEN:

Do you think if there had been tremendou

!7

community pressure that this was just really wrong at that
time, it would have had any effect, maybe not on your thought,

lY

at least in your behavior?

20
21

ANONYMOUS:

I doubt it.

As a matter of fact, I

think Ms. Haddad is as experienced right now with a five year
old boy that is giving signs of being a pedophile.

23

MR. COHEN:

24

MS. HADDAD:

~vhat

kind of signs?

When he was three years old, he went to

25

his grandmother and grandfather's

26

or spend the night.

27

story.

2B

ho~se

to spend the evening,

Grandma and grandpa were reading him a

And at age three, he wanted grandma and grandpa to

suck his unit.

Of course, grandma and grandpa went straight
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up and wanted to know where Eddie learned about someone
2

sucking someone's unit, and he said, "Daddy."

Well, we are

3

still having a very terrible time getting the criminal justice

4

system to address the problem, and trying to keep the child

s

protected, because the courts gave custody of the child to the

6

molesting father.

7

child.

8

around wanting everyone to suck his unit, and he wants to suck

9

everyone's unit, because the role model in his life, number

So, the mother fled the country with the

Well, the child is now five years old, and he runs

10

one, taught this to him.

11

fact, it felt good.

12

from five year old Eddie because he wants to suck everyone's

13

unit.

15

In

So, everyone is hiding their children

So, what do we do with Eddie.
MR. COHEN:

14

And number two, it didn't hurt.

Now, that was a learned behavior.

But

you had stated that you had no experiences like that.
ANONYMOUS:

16

Well, I think the causative factor would

17

be different in each and every individual.

ta

though, is another pedophile is there.

19

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

The net result,

Have you ever had a single

heterosexual experience in your life?
21

22

ANONYMOUS:

A few when I was in high school.

found them very unsatisfactory.
CHAIRMAN RAINS:

24

ANONYMOUS:

26

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

28

About how old were you at that

time?

25

27

And I

I guess, sixteen.
At the time you had heterosexual

experiences, had you any homosexual experiences?
ANONYMOUS:

I had had a few with boys my own age.
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CHAIRMAN RAINS:
2

experiences more satisfying than the heterosexual experiences?

3

ANONYMOUS:

4

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

s

Far more satisfying.
And since your teen years, you have

not had any heterosexual experiences?

6

ANONYMOUS:

7

LT. MARTIN:

8

ANONYMOUS:

9

And you found the homosexual

No.
I think what you have to understand -I have had pedophilic experiences, but

no homosexual experiences.
CHAIRMAN RAINS:

10

Someone from the audience asked

ll

that I make the following inquiry.

12

molested -- and I might even rephrase that -- have you ever

J3

even approached your sister's children with the thought that

11

perhaps you might seduce them?

i:i

ANONYMOUS:

16

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

l7

ANONYMOUS:

Definitely not.

20

Is that because of the family ties?

It is.

CHAIID1AN RAINS:
19

One is, have you ever

ANONYMOUS:

How old are those children?

The eldest is 16, now, I believe.

And

the youngest is nine.

21

CHAIRMAN RAINS:
ANONYMOUS:

23

Boys or girls.

Three boys.

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

All boys.

Can you tell us, you hav

already told us about one of the 14, but you, to the best of
25

your recollection, you believe you have had experiences with

26

about 14 different young boys.

27

28

You have informed us that you

L

have maintained an ongoing relationship with at least one.
You had dinner with him last night.

He is now 26.
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the others?
2

3

Have you kept tract of them?

what happened to them?
ANONYMOUS:

If so, do you know

Did they become pedophiles?
I have had five long term relationships.

4

Those, with the exception of the boy in the east that I got

5

in trouble with, I still am in contact with.

6

CHAIR~ffiN

RAINS:

7

long period of time?

8

ANONYMOUS:

9

lO

You have maintained contact over a

Yes.

The others were mostly casual

contacts, one or two of them were prostitutes.
CHAIRMAN RAINS:

Those with whom you kept in contact,

ll

once they reached the age of puberty, from a sexual standpoint,

12

you were no longer attracted?

13

ANONYMOUS:

14

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

15

J6

Correct.
So, your relationship became that

of just friendship?
ANONYMOUS:

Friendship.

There was no sudden door

"

'·~

slamming, if you would.

lll

in my experience, anyway, because they are developing more

19

outside interests through school and through peers.

20

I
21

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

The relationship tends to fall apart,

Do you know if any of these

individuals subsequently became pedophiles themselves?

22

ANONYMOUS:

23

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

24

MR. COHEN:

Not to my knowledge.
Mr. Cohen.

What you are describing yourself, as I

25

think some of the experts at our December hearing called a

26

fixated child molester.

27

effect that people, especially within the family, who they

28

call the retrogress, people who had normally heterosexual

But, we also heard testimony to the
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relationships, who then, for some reasons, started behaving
with children.

2

Now,

in your dealing with other pedophiles,

3

is there a distinction between those two groups?

4

agree that there is this distinction, that there are two kinds

s

of pedophiles, and have you had dealings with them?
ANONYMOUS:

6

Right.

And do you

I would agree that there are

7

definitely not just two kinds of pedophiles.

There is the two

8

that you just mentioned.

9

is often misused to encompass those who hate children.

And there, I think the term pedophile
The wore

IO

pedophile is Greek for child love.

II

would maim and mutilate is not a lover of children.

12

don't think you would find any pedophile who would want to

13

include them in that word.

!4

CHAIRMAN RAINS.

15

ANONYMOUS:

And certainly someone who
And I

Do you live with anyone now?

Until recently, I did not.

But, I went

16

through an illness, and I am staying with my first boy right

17

now.

18
19
20
21
22

23

I

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

time with the first boy with whom you had a relatinship?
ANONYMOUS:

Right.

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

25

CHAIRM..A.N RAINS:

28

Now, you had a sexual experience

with a person, how many years ago?
ANONYMOUS:

27

Not sexually living with, no.

am residing under his roof for --

24

26

You are living at this point in

Starting probably 17 years ago.
And lasting for how many years, or

how many months?
ANONYMOUS:

Five years.

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

Five years.

So, your first sexual
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experience with a young boy was 17 years ago, and although
2

you no longer are sexually attracted to that boy, now man, I

3

take it, the relationship is such that you now live with him?
ANONYMOUS:

4

Right.

Simply in the fact, I got very

5

ill, and I needed a place to stay, because I couldn't afford

6

my apartment.

And he offered a place.

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

7

So that would suggest that that

8

individual, I guess, has certainly some concern about you,

9

some caring for you?

10

ANONYMOUS:

11

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

12

I believe he does.
No evidence of bitterness toward

you?
ANONYMOUS:

13

None whatsoever.

About the only evidenc

14

of bitterness would be only in the respect he doesn't want any

l::i

of his now-adult friends to know about our past relationship.
CHAIRMAN RAINS:

16

You know, I must confess, I have

"

had a very broad background, but it is my

18

in my life to sit face to face and talk to someone who is a

19

pedophile.

20

prosecuted a lot of child molestation cases, I am learning

21

a great deal from this conversation.

22

astonished at some things I am hearing.

,~

I

2'',y

rst opportunity

And, even as a former prosecutor, having

LT. MARTIN:

And I am absolutely

I think it would be interesting for the

24

Committee to note, the youngest victim that he is aware of,

25

and also, I think it would be of interest to know what's the

26

worst thing he has seen that a pedophile has ever done.

27

28

ANONYMOUS:

Neither of those I can identify with,

but the youngest I know of is a man who claims to have

ViDEO
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1

committed felatio on one of his own children while he was still

2

in the hospital, the day he was born.
I had the occasion once to meet someone who I would

3

4

definitely not call a pedophile.

s

I

6

show me some very gory pictures.

7

contact with Lloyd.

8

I would have gone to the authorities about him.

9

He was into sadism with boys.

met him on one occasion, and he was extremely thrilled to
This was before my first

But, had I been in the position I am now,

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

You know what most distresses me

10

about your testimony is that based upon what you tell us, it

11

would seem as though it matters not that much how tough the

12

laws are, how tough the courts are, the judges are, how well

13

the police are trained, how adequately the education system

•~

performs, that the societal problem at the fundamental level

JS

is so severe that the passage of stiff laws and the imposition

16

of harsh sanctions doesn't get to but maybe, I don't know, you

17

know, maybe one- one hundredth of those committing this type

18

of offense.

19

It gets to the most obvious and most

ANONYMOUS:

blatant, and as Ms. Haddad said, the most dangerous.
21
22

23

MS. HADDAD:

So, it is important.

Let's not dilute

the importance of the legislation.
CHAIRMAN RAINS:

Oh, it's important.

I

mean, we

24

have the Theodore Frank type situation, to be sure.

25

get to the most visible, the most dangerous, the most violent.

26

LT. MARTIN:

So, we

If I might interject there, so I don't

27

misunderstand what you are saying, I think the sentencing of

28

individuals like this certainly saves a few children.
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think the longer sentences that are there, they are not out
2

molesting kids.

When the doors of Atascadero and Patton State

3

Hospital swing open, you can almost bet they are going to be back

4

looking for children.

5

and rearrested.

6

opinion, pedophilia is not an illness, it's not a sickness.

7

Pedophilia is a way of life, just like heterosexuality is a

8

way of life.

9

pedophilia, something that's psychologically damaging to a

And I have rearrested and rearrested

In my opinion, now this is just strictly my

He cannot help what he is.

Anything can cause

10

child, and what it does, a lot of times, especially with the

n

homosexual pedophile, has affixated his sexual range.

12

certainly, harsher sentencing, mandatory sentencing saves

13

children.

Do not ever thing it doesn't, Senator.

14

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

!5

LT. MARTIN:

16

molesting kids.

No, I'm sure it does.

If they are incarcerated, they are not

If they are out, they are.

CHAIID4AN RAINS:

17

But,

The only thing I meant to suggest

ts

is that it sounds as though -- no, it is important and we are

19

going to aggressively push these bills.

2o

that.

21

and that they are going to save children.

I am convinced of

I am absolutely determined that they are going to pass,
But, what I am

hearing is that we are going to reach but a very, very limited
23

number of people who, in my opinion, need help.

24

rate of recidivism, do we know?

25

LT. MARTIN:

26

What is the

I have heard 35 to 40 percent.

I'll let the pedophile answer that.

think that's a better question for him.

27

ANONYMOUS:

28

repetition would be.

Well, you ask what the amount of
I would say, in --
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CHAIRMAN RAINS:

I'm talking about recidivism, once

2

a person has gone through Atascadero, in which I have no

3

confidence, whatever.
ANONYMOUS:

I would say above 90 percent.

5

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

6

ANONYMOUS:

7

anything wrong the first time.

8

something stupid.

9

Above 90 percent.

First of all, they don't feel they did
They feel they maybe did

But they don't feel they did anything wrong.

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

So, they play the game with the

10

psychotherapist and do whatever the psychotherapist says he

11

ought to be doing?

12

ANONYMOUS:

Right.

13

CHAiill"..AN RAINS:
ANONYMOUS:

IS
16

11

Often they will pretend that they have

found God, or something.
CHAIRMAN RAINS:

Anything to latch onto.
Anything that opens the door.

Have

you, yourself, ever sought help from a psychotherapist?

18

ANONYMOUS:

19

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

Yes, I have.

ANONYMOUS:
21

And then he is releaser'l.

Was it of any benefit?

No benefit whatsoever.

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

This, again, is a question that,

22

in a different form, was raised by someone in the audience,

23

but have you ever gone to a medical clinic, to a phvsician,
to a surgeon, to number one, have tests to see if there is

25

some sort of hormonal imbalance, number two, discussed with

26

any physician the possibility of any time of surgical

27

procedure that would affect the way in which

28

ANONYMOUS:

Well, short of a frontal lobotomy, I
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don't think there is anything that would make me not look at
2

a little boy and decide I think he is cute.

3

glandular, there is no problem there, hormonal.

4

•

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

But, as far as

Let's assume for the moment that

5

heterosexual conduct is the norm in our society, which I

6

happen to believe to be true.

7

to achieve that norm, as opposed to having the feelings and

s

attractions that you have?

9

10

ANONYMOUS:

Have you ever had the desire

Yes, the desire because I think my life

would be easier, and I wouldn't be here talking to you now.

ll

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

12

ANONYMOUS:

Your life --

The desire, I say, I think it would --

13

that is a desire, yes, because my life would be easier.

14

wouldn't be here talking to you now if I was heterosexual.

IS

But, in reality, I hold very little faith in any cure.

J6

knew of one, I would gladly submit to it.

l7

CHAI~ffiN

RAINS:

I

If I

Another question that comes from

lfl

the audience, is what is the sexual preference of, the person

19

has written, the boy, and would now be the man -vri th. whom you

20

are living?

21

ANONYMOUS:

22

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

23

ANONYMOUS:

24

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

He is heterosexual.
He is heterosexual, not bi-sexual?

No.
I think I have one other that has

25

been given to me.

26

elaborate on what your mother's role was in the household as

27

you grew up?

28

This person is interested in having you

ANONYMOUS:
c _ _ _ . _ _ __

I would say it was very normal.

_

_

_
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parents were happily married.

She wasn't overly

2

have just had their 52nd anniversary.

3

<.1

4

with my father.

5

I were close at that time.

6

home life.

1

that's becoming more common now.

broken home.

It was definitely not

So, they were close together.

~lly

sister and

I would say it was a very normal

In fact, if it's a working mother relationship,

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

9

like to share with this committee?

10

ANONYMOUS:

ll

CHAIR}mN RAINS:

13

They

L•'or part of my early childhood, she worked

8

12

~otinq.

to testify?

Is there anything else you would

I can't really think of anything.
Why were you willino to come today

I'm sure it wasn't an easy thing to do.

ANONYMOUS:

I think it's important that you know

14

what pedophiles are, not what people think they are.

1s

number of authorities I have read declaring what pedophiles

16

are, I find, are 90 percent wrong.

The authorities usually

17

know nothing on the subject.

just felt the record neede

to be set straight.

And I

The

I would sincerely hope that there could

19

be some system of treating pedophiles, short of the MDSO, and

20

away from regular hardline state prisons, because of the abuse

21

pedophiles in jail do get.

22

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

Are there any other questions?

(No response)
CHAIRHAN RAINS:

Thank you very much for coming.

Ms.

25

Haddad and Mr. Martin, we appreciate your efforts.

26

testimony that I did not anticipate having today.

27

testimony which probably is more important than that which we

28

could receive from all of the other experts co!Yl.binec.
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really don't know, myself, yet what to make of it.
2

going to have to ponder upon it, and certainly reread the

3

transcript.
It is now 12:15.

4

This hearing was to conclude at

5

12:30.

6

temporarily with the hearing, and I am going to find out what

7

time constraints we have with respect to when we must

8

leave the room, and also see if I can change my schedule,

9

because I had, anticipating that we would conclude by 12:30,

I am going to ask Senator Doolittle to continue

10

and we would have, had it not been for this unexpected

ll

testimony.

12

if I can postpone those.

13

over while I make a few phone calls.

14

I have other commitments, and I am going to see
So, John, I wonder if you would take

SENATOR DOOLITTLE:

Surely.

We have next on the

15

agenda a representative from the California Attorneys for

16

Criminal Justice.

l7

lB
19

•

And I am

20

(No response)
SENATOR DOOLITTLE:

Okay, then '''e -vroul0 cro to Mr.

Mark Wilde, representing Big Brothers of Los Angeles.
MR. WILDE:

Good afternoon.

As I begin my testimony

21

and I have done this before, I would point out to the

22

Committee the unfortunate factor that the sensationalism of

23

previous testimony, and the press, and quite a few people

24

always leave when Big Brothers come.

25

unfortunate, because the Big Brother program, as the Senator

26

indicated, is a very viable, respected program throughout the

27

United States.

28

the rest of the people would have stayed, too.

And I think that is

And I appreciate your staying.
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My name is Mark Wilde.

1

I have been involved in the

2

Big Brother program for 15 years.

I am a psychiatric social

3

worker, and I am the Director of Services of Big Brothers,

4

Greater Los Angeles.

5

midwest as a chief probation officer.

6

that when I arrived in California, I was amazed at the lack

7

of some ability to be able to check on people who work with

8

organizations such as Big Brothers.

9

to speak in favor of 277.

My background includes some work in the
And I must say this,

So, obviously, I am here

That's my main concern.

Some years ago, I would like to tell you about our

10
ll

experience with the legislative system in Sacramento.

12

early '70's, we approached a number of legislators, and we

13

asked them about the problem of checking on 290 offenders.

14

And the Assemblymen told us, and told us in writing, that it

JS

really wasn't a problem.

16

applicant.

All we had to do was ask the

I am very greatly

sophistication.

appreciative of your

Your sophistication has developed a great

w

deal more since we contacted those people.

19

people are the ones that --

:w
21

22

In the

ASSEMBLYWOMAN

~iJRIGHT:

And none of you

Don't blame us for our

predecessors.
MR. WILDE:

No, but I am extremely pleased that we

23

have come a long, long way.

24

Greater Los Angeles as their Director of Services.

25

also represent, I am sure, the opinion of Big Brother people

26

throughout the State of California.

27

28

I speak for Big Brothers of
But, I

The Big Brother program has been a respected program
since 1903, but Big Brothers of Greater Los Angeles, founded
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by Walt Disney and Meredith Wilson in 1955, has, in Los
2

Angeles, played a major role in the enrichment of the lives

3

of thousands of fatherless boys.

4

•

5

community recognition that there is a need, there is a

6

definite need for a masculine image in a boy who is growing

7

up without a father.

8

society's sanction to provide that service, not simply because

9

that need exists, but also because the actual service is

Now, the Big Brother proqram has

w

delivered in a manner which meets extremely tough,

ll

professionally recognized standards.

12

detail those standards thoroughly today.

13

to mention a few of them to you.

14

I

Now, the Big Brother service has evolved out of the

I wasn't going to
But I would like

One of the important statistics that you

~iqht

be

15

interested in is, in the year 1980, 1,319 men called us

16

interested in becoming a Big Brother.

l7

16 percent.

18

involved in the Big Brother program.

19

whole system involved in screening the men who come to us.

zo

Part of that system involves a screening committee, made up

21

of nine volunteers from the community, including a

22

psychiatrist, a psychologist, a police officer, and a number

23

of other individuals prominent in the Los Angeles community.

24

We accepted 214, or

That gives you some idea of the screening processes
Obviously, there is a

I have to comment, in terms of the statement that
was made by the individual who preceded me, he indicated a

26

significant amount of pedophile interest in the people, if I

27

remember correctly, in the men, I think he said, who staff

28

agencies such as Big Brothers.

I would point out to you that
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our line staff, we have eight professional positions, are all
2

females.

3

statement in itself.

think that is an interesting,

I

just an interesting

One of the reasons my -- by the way, for what it is
5

worth, there are two men in an agency of 14, the Executive

6

Director, and myself.

7

directly.

s

but

9

I

I

vle have no contact with the children

know that maybe sounds a little bit defensive,

just want you to be aware of the fact.
I

have designed the program.

As I become more

10

sophisticated with the procedures of screening Big Brothers,

11

or men who want to be Big Brothers, I have designed the

12

program to specifically have intuitive type females to

13

interview men, because we know one fact for sure.

1:1

pedophile is very uncomfortable with females.

The

And those of

you, the females in this room are quite aware, when you talk
J6

with a man, you know whether he is comfortable or whether he

'

"

wants to be with you or not with you.

18

significant factor involved in our screening process.

19

there is much more involved to that.

20

And that is a very
However,

One of the things I would have been interested in

21

asking the gentleman that preceded me, his relationship in his

22

family life with his father was never really discussed.

23

his relationship with his father a close one or a distant one?

VIas

A very significant point in terms of evaluating the man who
25

is going to grow up to be a homosexual and/or a pedophile,

26

because studies have shown that almost 100 percent of the

27

individuals who have turned out to be homosexual have probably

28

had a distant relationship with their father.
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SENATOR DOOLITTLE:
MR.

2

I shouldn't get off on that.

~VILDE:

Let me

get back to the case.

3

SENATOR DOOLITTLE:

4

No, I just want to interrupt you

because Mr. Cohen would like to ask you a question.

5

MR. COHEN:

6

•

Mr. Wilde.

Yes.

One thing you said, there was

7

testimony here by Ms. Haddad of a situation where a young boy's

8

father had orally copulated him, and now at five years old,

9

was running around v1anting to do it to other children.

10

guess that would not be a distant relationship.

11

be somewhat -- my question is --

n

MR. WILDE:

It had to

Excuse me, you are talking about a close

13

physical relationship.

14

psychological relationship as well.
MR. COHEN:

J:;

And I

But, we have to talk about a

Well, that's what I am getting at.

So,

16

that what we are talking about is, if a parent has no physical

17

relationship with a child, and no affectionate relationship,

JB

19

:w

r

you can end up with a situation where the child may become a
pedophile?
MR. WILDE:

Yes.

The classical problem we have got

I
21

is, the classical concerns with this is usually thinking about

22

the relationship with the mother.

23

who are really into this is, what is the relationship with
the father?

But, the modern day people

No, we have to talk about that, the psychological

25

relationship.

26

relationship between father and son, there is not going to

27

really be a problem.

28

talking about.

If there is a close, loving, concerned, healthy

That's what Lloyd Martin was really

That's what he wants.
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MR. COHEN:

What happens if there is a close

2

psychological relationship and also a physical relationship,

3

then what happens?
MR. WILDE:

What kind of a physical relationship?

5

MR. COHEN:

Sexual.

6

MR. WILDE:

I'm not sure that I can give you any

7

studies that show that those two go hand and han0.

I would

8

suspect that those two probably wouldn't go hand in hand.

9

the man who is sexually molesting his child does not have a

But

10

close, loving relationship because that is one of the reasons

ll

he is ending up molesting that child.

12

deeply into that, because I don't think I am an authority on

13

that subject.
MR. COHEN:

11

I don't want to get to

The only reason I commented, because

J5

after the last witness, the thing that was most disturbing

J6

about his testimony was just the -- it happened, no causation,

n

and it was just totally unpreventable.

18

hard to seem to accept.

19

MR.

~VILDE:

That is just very

Well, obviously in my position in the

w

Big Brother program, I have been looking into this very

21

thoroughly.

22

a gentleman in Patton State Hospital, I can't think of his

2 ,,

name offhand, is beginning to become more of an authority on

<]

this.

And there are some developing people -- there is

And I think there is becoming more understanrHng.

25

I am not so sure we can simply say it happened.

26

come from the school of psychology that things just don't

27

happen, they are caused.

28

understand that.
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I would also indicate that the process for matching,
2

as indicated by the gentleman who preceded me, he indicated

3

we have a book of photographs, and people pick out from the
photographs, is totally erroneous, and I am sure that I maybe

5

don't even have to say that, because he didn't indicate that

6

he has ever been through our process.

7

know what kind of a thorough process we have.
I

8

9

•
•

So, how would he really

do want to say that our screening process, in

terms of the standards, and the potential volunteers, I have

10

indicated to you the number of individuals that over the years,

11

over the last 11 years, only 19 percent of the individuals

12

who have called us have ended up with Big Brothers.

13

It is also an interesting point to make that if

1~

95 percent of the Big Brothers are pedophiles, why hasn't

15

Lloyd Martin given me much more indication that thev are,

16

because he does receive, on a monthly basis, a list of every

17

new Big Brother that joins the agency.

18

years, he has not come to me once from that list and said to

19

me, "You've got a problem."

And over the past two

You have a question on that?

ASSEMBLYWOMAN HRIGHT:

I'm not going to ask you a

21

question.

22

happens in any of these hearings is that people, in order to

I think you have to realize that sometimes what

stress the point that they are trying to make will sometimes
24

exaggerate.

25

MR. HILDE:

26

ASSEMBLYWOMAN WRIGHT:

I understand that.
And I think that's what is

27

happening.

28

we do get people, who they so desperately want us to recognize

I mean, I think, through this whole process, that
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that there 1s a problem out there, that they will stress and
2
3

exaggerate on many of their points.
HR. I'JILDE:

I fully understand that.

However, I did

4

want to add a couple of those comments to my statement, becaus

5

I didn't think --

6

7
8

9

ASSEMBLYWOMAN WRIGHT:

Well, you would

ha'~

to be

sensitive, there is no question about that.
MR. WILDE:

Yes, I am sensitive.

And I didn't want

to leave whoever does listen to this without some of those

10

statements.

11

it is unfortunate in some questionable cases, that the

12

evaluatory material available to our professional staff does

13

not always contain all the information needed to exclude the

As I said, the process is very thorough.

undesirable individual.

However,

Numerous areas of concern regarding

JS

the volunteer's background are of critical importance to our

16

evaluation of that individual.
to past sexual criminality.

Now, one of those areas relate

With reference to that concern

18

specifically, we at Big Brothers realize that infiltration of

19

organizations such as ours by the child abuser, pornographer,

:;o

and/or the sexual exploiter is always possible.

21

reason, we need assistance from the local, state, and Federal

22

Governmental sources to help us identify and exclude such

23

individuals from preying on the youth of our community.

For this

to records of convictions involving sexual crimes committed
25
26

by individuals applying to work with children, on either a
voluntary or a paid basis would constitute a major significant
tool for safeguarding our children.

28

This, then, Bill 277,

would not in any sense be a total answer.
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conviction records would be an excellent augmentation to the
2

already existing, highly professional, thorough investigations

3

already being done by the Big Brother program.

4

respectfully recommend favorable action on Senate Bill 277.

5

And I do have a copy of this testimony for the Committee.
SENATOR DOOLITTLE:

6

•

9

Are there any further questions

of Mr. Wilde?

7

8

We therefore

I

(No response)
SENATOR DOOLITTLE:

Thank you very much, sir, for

I

lO

your testimony.

ll

California PTA?

12
13
14
JS

16

Do we have a representative from the

(No response)
SENATOR DOOLITTLE:

Okay, let's go on.

Wells available, from the organization known as V.I.C.T.I.M.?
(No response)
SENATOR DOOLITTLE:

How about Dr. Roland Summit,

17

Head Physici!an of Community Consultant Services?

18

will you please come forward.

19

Is Mr. Jim

DR. SUMMIT:

Yes, sir,

Yes, I am Roland Summit, Head Physician

20

of the Community Consultation Service, if you will note that

21

small change, and assistant pro

22

Harbor U.C.L.A. Medical Center.

23

ssor of psychiatry at the

I should say that while I hope to represent some

24

15 years of experience, and a network of many people involved

25

in services for abused children, I do not officially represent

26

my employer, the Department of f·1ental Health, today, nor does

27

anything I say represent something that has been authorized

28

or reviewed by my department.

And while I am a psychiatrist,
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I don't speak for any organization of psychiatrists, but
2

rather, I would like to be free today to synthesize any

3

information available to me in response to previous testimony,

4

and any new material I can contribute.

5

I feel honored to have this anchoring position in
the testimony.

And since time is short, I think I might

7

dispense with prepared remarks, and hope that questions and

8

synthesis will be our best approach.

9

experience can give some kind of professional or wider

And I hope that my

10

overview, or synthesis of things that we have listened to

ll

this morning.

12
13
14

SENATOR DOOLITTLE:

I

think that's a good idea.

Assemblywoman \vright has a question for you.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN WRIGHT:

You heard the gentleman who

15

spoke as a pedophile.

16

in some sort of program?

17

it's almost uncanny to sit here and listen to someone say,

lB

"I'm doing this, I knovJ I am wrong,

19

anything about it to change it."

w

things is, that usually we think in terms of people doing

21

things, and they don't think they are wrong.

n

burglar, who really, when he breaks into your home and steals

23

something, he really doesn't think he is doing anything wrong.

~

He thinks he is taking what belongs to him.

25

just happen to be holding onto it for him.

26

wondering, if he admits that he is doing something wrong, why

27

doesn't he want help, or is there any help?

28

DR. SUMMIT:

VIDEO
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that testimony was so shocking is that it is so alien to our

•

2

cherished myths about sexual behavior and sexual offenders.

3

And one of those myths is that, somehow, as a society, we have

4

evolved a system

5

our society.

6

at least, is to create a mythology of monsters that we can

7

identify as the problem.

8

are identified and processed through the system.

9

confuse, as a number of people have pointed out, pedophilia,

And what we have done for the area of pedophilia,

And those are those few people who
~e

also

10

who love children, with pedophobia, or mysopedia, or whatever

ll

we might call it, the hate or conflict with children.

12

we lump violent offenders with careful offenders.

13

is no way we can make sense out of that.

So that

And there

You ask, hovl can a man v.rho knows it is wrong,

14

•

that can cope with any criminal problems in

1;

continue to do it.

And I think rather than getting into the

16

monstrous mythology of criminal sexuality 1 look at any habit

11

disturbance, anything we have learned to do and to cherish .

w

How many people who continue to smoke really believe that it

19

is not harmful to them?

w

sincerely believe that they can continue to eat and avoid any

21

kind of pain or withdrawal, and somehow lose weight?

22

course, the weight control industry grows fat with the profits

~

nf devices to make that possible, painless weight loss.

24

pedophiles, in the most careless generalization, have many

25

reasons to wish that they weren't involved in this kind of

26

activity.

27

that is essential and precious in their adjustment to their

28

own lives.

How many people with a weight problem

I
Of

And

But, to not be involved means giving up something

And most of us don't give up somethinq that
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important, at least the imposition of outside control.
SENATOR DOOLITTLE:

2
3

It has to be a strona enough

incentive, in other words, in order to discontinue this kind
of conduct.
DR. SUHMIT:

5

Yes.

And then we get into the moot

6

question which has been argued in these hearings before, and

7

as you brought up, Ms. Wright, the question of treatment.

8

there some way, from outside, or even inside, within the

9

desire of the individual, to make that problen change.

Is
II

I

thin1

lO

the record, to date, is that there is not, or that anything

!l

that can be done to aid an individual to control this kind of
behavior is not something that we can rely on as a social
control.

n

There is no safety in that procedure.

~Je

owe it to

ourselves and to the individuals to do what we can to find out
in fact if there is a cause or any common set of causes for

16

pedophiles, but not to suppose that by convicting and
processing people into a treatment system we will gain safety

w

for ourselves.

14

that reassures us for the rest of our time.

;_:(i

21

~Je

only, again, create this kind of mythology

SENATOR DOOLITTLE:

of the legislation that has been discussed previously today?
DR. SUMMIT:

21

Are you supportive of any or all

If we take a synthesis of all the

legislation, I would like to say that I appreciate the
legislation, I respect the exquisite awareness that you have

25

given to this very difficult problen. I have been a party to

26

testimony, and I know well the arguments of many people who
have provided direct input to the legislation.

28

And I think it

is a masterful job of making the best kind of approach to our
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present state of knowledge, and trying to leave avenues of
2

3
4

5

research and treatment available, where that is feasible or
socially responsible.

legislation, and I would appreciate the chance to ao over the
bills one by one, with a few specific observations.
SENATOR DOOLITTLE:

6

•

7

testimony or privately?

8

DR.

9

SU~~IT:

Do you mean here in your

No, in the testimony.

I think there

are a number of points that I would like to introduce.

10

SENATOR DOOLITTLE:

ll

DR. SUMMIT:

Okay.

But, I would like not to get so much

12

into my

l3

of the dilemmas that have been presented to us this morning.

,4

So, I would be happy to respond to those, too.

15

•

So, I commend the package of

ideas or prepared remarks, that we lose sight of many

SENATOR DOOLITTLE:

Okay.

Those who have further

l6

questions, interject them, or else, perhaps you would like

n

to begin with the bills.

18

questions as you go along.

!9

DR. SUMMIT:

Maybe we will have a few more

I would say that I bring to this

20

discussion a bias borne of some 15 years experience within commun · ty

21

programs that has given me an opportunity to talk with people

22

such as the man who represented the position of pedophilia toda1,

23

to talk with people who aren't ordinarily available to a

I

I

psychiatrist, or often, to any single group of professionals.
25

And out of that kind of experience within the

26

within the courts, and within a cross-section of our treatment

27

institutions.

28

co~munity,

It has become very clear to me that our present
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awareness and our present assumptions about the sexuality of
2

children, and the sexual security, privacy and safety of

3

children, is grossly not only inadequate, but aberrant the the

4

realities that a child faces.

5

and we do more to protect the secrecy and the mystery of the

6

world of sexual abuse of children through our present systems,

7

and the present status of our laws.

8

be that there is need for a radical reassignment of priorities

9

to be sure that we are sensitive to the needs of children, and

We do more to harm children,

So, my first point would

10

that we insure that the comfort and security and growth needs

11

of every child are more important, legally, than the power or

12

gratification or comfort needs of any adult.

13

that clear, we will trivialize the feelings of children, as

11

we tend to do, and feel that whatever happens to a kid isn't

JS

that much important unless it somehow effects their future

J6

development, or creates criminals, or creates mental cases,

Until we make

or unless that child presents us with a dilemma of audible
screams, or a publicly visibly maimed body.

What your package

t9

of legislation does, I think, is to begin to focus awareness

20

on the fact the children who are molested are not all maimed

21

and bloody.

22

legislation, it does reflect an awareness that children are

And while it isn't in the language of the

not able to complain for themselves, are not able to
effectively voice those complaints, and that their very misuse
and exploitation has occurred in their contact with people
26

that they respect, love and trust, and have no power to
criminalize on behalf of their own power.

28

Some of the questions that I would direct to
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specific parts of the legislation have to do with the terribly
2

delicate and easily confused question of treatment potential,

3

as you asked before, Ms. Wright.

4

that for the group of offenders or people known as pedophiles,

5

we cannot promise social control, or change of sexual object

6

preference through treatment.

7

moment whether or not we can change that behavior at all.

I would like to address in a

There is another group, loosely defined, which

8
9

We have said, in general,

probably includes all of us, most men, and many women, who

10

are not sexual offenders by choice or by life adjustment, who

ll

have a reasonably secure orientation to appropriate adult

12

sexual objects, who still find ourselves, at times, attracted

l3

to children, or in a position where we can use the innate

14

availability and trust of children to assert our own power

l5

or exploitive needs.

!6

sexual terms, then we identify this as a sexual offense agains

n

children.

18

part and parcel of that larger picture of lifetime habitual

19

molestation of children.

20

dividing lines.

21

differentiation between those who are adjusted for a lifetime

:.:2

to the more or less exclusive attraction of children from thos

2:l

who, at some point in their later life, make an adjustment to

24

children, which may become, itself, quite compelling,

I

25
26
27

28

And when those needs are expressed in

But, we naturally assume, I think, that this is

It is not.

However, we draw those

At the extremes, there is a pretty clear

repetitive and certainly every bit as damaging to the child
any other kind of molestation.
I would not argue that in-family molestation as this
is often called, is something that is not a crime aqainst a
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child.

The only real argument is, how can we best address

2

this crime to make available any reasonable treatment

3

alternatives and to protect the child from subsequent

4

victimization of being involved in the inevitable destruction

5

of the family.

6

addresses those questions very, very well.

7

at the mechanisms and the constitutional definitions that have

8

been used.

9

I think these laws, this package of laws
I am impressed

I think it is also very remarkable, and I would like

lO

to take a moment to point this out, that there is within the

ll

testimony today, at least two diametrically opposed interests.

12

On one hand, the wish to control, identify, and nroscribe and
prohibit any acts of a pedophile to his or her preferred

11

sexual partner, on one hand, and to come up with criminal

13

sanctions and mandatory sentencing to minimize that contact.

16

And at the same time, the vested interest on the part of
another treatment institution to maintain progress and to

18

provide the help that has been afforded to those individuals

19

involved in family abuse.

It would have been much easier,

much more logical in the polemics of this kind of debate for
21

S.L.A.M. to go off on one road, some months ago, and demand

22

equal penalties for all offenders, and for Parents United to
dig in and try to block mandatory prison sentences in hopes
of protecting the essence of its program against unnecessary,
or at least intrusive

26
27
28

heard that this morning.

nds of punative measures.

We haven't

And I think that is probably more

remarkable than any individual testimony that has been given.
And your ability to synthesize those divergent arguments in

.____ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ j
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this legislation is unique to my experience.

And I hope that

2

somehow that process can continue onto the floors of the

3

legislative bodies who will be presented with these same

4

conflicts.

5

Before I get to the specific legislation, I would

6

like to address, if I may, the philosophy of punishment for

7

sexual offenses.

8

9

That has been a debate in prior hearings.

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

Before you do that, Doctor, let

me interrupt, because I am going to want to pose some question ,

10

and I want you to pursue that.

u

announcements.

1~

can continue.

13

have managed to rearrange my schedule so that I can remain

11

at least another 45 minutes, until about 1:15.

15

this is the last witness on the agenda, others present who

16

wish to testify, to the extend we have time, we will certainly

l7

afford you that opportunity.

I just want to make a few

VJe do not have problems with the room.

So we

And I am not sure about my colleagues, but I

And although

I apologize for the fact that

I missed Mr. v'Jilde' s testimony, because Big Brothers was -- I
19

wanted to hear that.

I am going to be reviewing the transcrip1

20

very carefully.

21

to the Big Brother program kind of stunned me.

The comments by the pedophile with respect
I have to take

them with, I think, a grain of salt, because that happens to
,,,

"''

be a program that has always enjoyed my respect.

And although

it is the type of program to which I am sure pedophiles do
25

gravitate, I just can't believe that 95 percent of the people

26

involved are involved with pedophilia.

27

that is a problem, that argues that much more persuasively for

28

the need of the legislation that I have introduced,

But, to the extent
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allow thoso in the Big Brother program to do background checks
2

3

to make sure that they arc: abl(; to ferret out these• to the
extent that laws would so allow.
SENATOR DOOLITTLE:

5

Mr. Chairman, if I might just

interject.
RAINS:

Yes.

6

CHAIR~~N

7

SENATOR DOOLITTLE:

I

certainly am appreciating the

B

testimony of the gentleman before us, and

9

by way of excuse, I was not able to change plans.

I

would just offer
And so I

10

feel the need to leave at this point.

11

to reading the transcript and getting the rest of your

12

remarks.
CHAIRMAN RAINS:

13

No.

But, I will look forwar

And I certainly can

appreciate, we all, I don't think anyone anticipated.it.

I

J5

certainly had no advance warning that we might be able to

J(;

secure the testimony of the pedophile.

l7

sufficiently important that we ought not to shortcut it.

IH

we understand, and you probably have a plane schedule.

!9

I am going to stay as long as I can.

20

to leave, we certainly will understand.

21

present do.
ASSEMBLYlvOMAN WRIGHT:

22

23

But
But

And Cathie, if you need
And I am sure those

will have to leave about

five after one.
CHAI~~N

25

1:15.

26

you.

RAINS:

Okay.

So, please continue.

DR. SW.'lMIT:
28

I

I thought that to be

And

Thank you.

And I can remain until about
I

am sorry for interrupting

And in view of everyone's

priorities, I won't monopolize the microphone for any purpose
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that isn't directly relevant.
CHAIRMAN RAINS:

2

Well, you testimony is very

3

important, though, and your reputation is virtually

4

unsurpassed.

5

country.

6

me.

And what you have to say is going to mean a lot to

DR. SUMMIT:

7

a
9

You enjoy enormous respect throughout the

I think that that is true, and I am

happy you said it rather than I, that the only thing unique
r

about me is the exposure I have had through my work, and the

10

ability not to become polarized into polemic arguments which

11

create some sort of new dogma.

12

have a lot of presuppositions that we know what this problem

13

is about.

14

you and I are that exception.

1')

We have a lot of dogma, we

And we tend to polarize into warring camps.

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

Perhap

Incidently, I have been very

16

sensitive as we drafted this legislation, because you are quit

17

right, if you get in one camp or another, well then, all of a

iB

sudden, you have got warfare.

19

to deal with this problem, you have to, I think, have the

20

ability to try to perceive it from all the various directions.

21

DR. SUMMIT:

And if you are trying, in fact,

I think that two of the strident camps

22

are punishment versus treatment.

23

testimony in this room a few months ago, and in

And much of the dilemma of
Po~ona

a

littl~

while before that had to do with problems of determinate
25

sentencing.

26

end of any length of time with some knowledge that our childre

27

are again at risk.

28

addressed to the treatment community.

How can we possibly turn these people out at the

And the alternative of that, then, was
You have to do somethin
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to fix them, not quite in such direct language.

Treatment

2

community says, when it is candid enough to acknowledqe this,

3

"vile

can't assure you that we can fix the problem.

You must

I

I

develop effective social controls."

He will tend to say that you can't legislate moralit1,

5

that you can't use public laws to influence private behavior.

6

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

7

You know, that, to me, has always

been the most specious argument.

8

DR.

9

SUMMIT:

I

mean, when people say you can't

u

legislate morality, when one really stops and thinks about it,

12

that is about as inane a comment as one can make.

13

pass a law, including that is you commit murder, you have

H

committed a crime, you are legislating morality.
DR.

15

Sm1MIT:

I

Good, I wanted to make it more specious.

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

10

\

Right.

Anytime we

And I would like to illustrate

that the vast majority of the decisions around whether or not

16

to sexualize a relationship with a child, whether to move
10

that relationship toward a direction of coercion or seduction,J

l'J

are a matter of choice.

It was very clear, I hone it was clea

to everyone from -- let me call the gentleman "Joe" to save
21

time -- Joe, our representative pedophile, it is very clear

22

that Joe does not come across as a sex·-crazed monster who has

23

no control over his activities.

Rather, in order to feel

I
'

·

1•.1

comfortable in the relationship, with the love that he needs i1
25
26

that relationship, he can be exquisitely patient, much more

I

patient in building a

J

sexuality than most fumbling Lotharios in the backseat of a

c
i

27

28

1

:~~.

We all exercise a level of choice, and we have to
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balance the risks we take, or the wishes we have against

•

probable consequence.

3

14 hour day, yesterday, wanting very much to get home,

4

anxious to get away from everything this day had represented.

s

And on any given day going home, I am faced with a long wait

6

in a lane that is controlled by a green arrow pointing left.

7

It says, "No left turn except on green arrow."

B

time of night, the green arrow was not there, but neither

9

were there any cars.

1o

I

vJell, by this

I looked for a half mile to the right

and to the left, well up the hill in front of me and way
behind me.

•

was thinking as I came home from a

2 1

There were no cars.

There was no logical reason

~~

why I

13

through that red light.

14

about making a left turn, which is perfectly safe, if the

JS

color of the light happens to be wrong and if there is no

!6

danger.

17

pedophile who believes that his attraction to children is

Hl

God given, and that his availability to children is a gift

l9

for their

20

stop me from making that left turn, really, is the outside

21

chance that somewhere where I can't see, somebody may catch

should not have used my urgency to get home to take me
I have no moral compunction, really,

And in that, I am not that much different from the

~oving

development.

The only thing that is going to

me, and if I am caught, there is a logical set of consequences
23

that would make it more uncomfortable for me to make that turn,,
and not -- I will pay more for my insurance, you know, a lot

25
26

of reasons that add up to make me sit there kind of dumbly
wondering why the hell I don't just make the turn and do what

27

·LI want to
28

do.
CHAIRMAN RAINS:

But, there is a deterrence factor.
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Excuse me, Doctor, we have to change the tape.
2

It will just

take a second.
(Tape change)

3

CHAIRMAN RAINS:
DR. SUMMIT:

5

Okay.

It is only if we assume that a person

6

is acting out of unconscious automatism or frenzied or

7

completely compulsive behavior that we would have to say

8

that proscriptive laws, and punitive laws have no effect.

9

think it is an untested premise, because as we have illustrate

I

w

this morning, the vast majority of practicing pedophiles are

11

never detected, and face no risk of detention, let alone,

12

punishment.

J3

bills is much greater than any of its parts, because it says

1>

society will not tolerate the loving or the forcible

l5

molestation of children.

16

to forcibly complain, and we won't rely entirely on the force

17

of the victim to define society's response.

So, I think that the whole, the sum of these

And we will not wait for victims

And the need for

that, the need for a societal kind of conscience is no less

•

I

19

great, as Ms. Jacoby pointed out, in the treatment programs fo:r;

:!()

those with a very good prognosis for treatment, or the social

21

control programs for those who are not.

22

laws.

23

define crimes, and attach some sort of negative consequences

I think we need the

I think we should not apologize for our ability to

to the choice to commit those crimes.
25

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

You know, I am curious.

26

time,

27

individuals, and yet I always had to,

28

I was a prosecutor.

their attorneys."

At one

I prosecuted a number of these
"Talk to them through

Today I had an experience I have not had
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before.

•

Without going through an attorney, face to face, I

2

spoke with a pedophile.

Now, in your studies I assume that

3

you have had that opportunity on other occasions, probably

4

on numerous occasions.

5

DR. SUMJ\1IT:

Yes.

6

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

I am curious, and perhans you were

7

commenting on this before I arrived, or returned, but I am

8

curious what you, as a respected authority in the area, though

9

about his comments that those who write in this area don't

lO

know what the hell they are talking about.

11

basically what he was saying.
DR. SUMMIT:

12

I will

I mean, that is

He didn't use those terms, but
have to say, for my personal

13

experience, that I have learned more about pedophilia from

11

that individual, in prior interviews, than I have learned

JS

from any compilation of available professional literature.
CHAIRMAN RAINS:

J6

17

You have spoken to this individual

before?

18

DR. SUHHIT:

Yes, I have.

19

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

I assume this to be true, but is

zo

he extraordinarily unique in that he is willing to open up and

21

come forward?

I
DR. SUMMIT:
23

No, he is extraordinarily unique in

his willingness to show his face and share his feelings with
not only a public, but a legislative body.

That is kind of

25

above and beyond the call.

26

because he speaks in an unguarded fashion.

27

and within my clinical capacity, I have never had the

28

opportunity to speak to a sexual offender! in an unguarded

He is also extraordinary to me
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CL1pacity.

'I'hcrc is always the powc:r

have to stigmatize that

2

bchavjor and attach labels to it, and there is always the need

3

on the other person's

4

very well, that he had a normal

5

happily married, that he has no sexual attraction for

6

and that it is a bad rap, and the kid made it up or the kid

1

7

lied.

I

B

professional evaluation of offenders reflects that process.

9

So we have no --

to convince me, which he can do, very,

The bulk of the tes

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

10

lopment, that he is
children,~

I see representing

So, Joe is unusual in that he does

11

not have the charactistic defense mechanisms, at this point

12

in time, as he talks openly.
DR.

H

SUMMIT:

T;.Jha t Joe tells us here he likely would

not have told a psychiatrist or psychologist evaluatinq him
around his arrest for the offense.

And what I want to stress,

16

without meaning to do disservice to my own profession is that

:7

all of the contact with pedophilia that any of us have had
represents referrals of

offenders.

It is extremely

l'J

rare, almost inconsequential to find a pedophile who would

20

voluntarily seek help to change his pattern of behavior, or who

2!

then can be candid in acknowledging his present activities

22

without threat of incrimination.

')')

~,)

should be embarrassed at that incriminating process.
am saying that the eli

26

a 1

27

and who have no relevant

But, I

cal process, to date, has given us
about the real lifestyle of

very little accurate in

2B

I am not saying that we

, large number of people who are totally undetected,
sh to change at this point.

ASSEMBLY\'JOMAN IJRIGHT:

Excuse me.
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CHAIRMAN RAINS:

ASSEMBLYvlOMAN WRIGHT:

2

3

could be comparably accurate?
DR. SUMMIT:

4

•

Do you feel that his numbers
He was

ng about millions.

Thank you for the question.

We can

5

have no even reasonably accurate numbers applied to any

6

problem which is, by its nature, illegal on one hand, and

7

self-camouflaging on the other.

8

h

9

existing surveys are pretty good.

Existing

My numbers are no better than

are no better than any of ours.

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

lO

vJell, let's ask this.

Some

Given the

11

fact that it is an underground type of activity, since it is

12

unlawful, what are your es
DR. SUML\1IT:

13

•

Yes, Ms. Wright.

?

I would make no estimates, except to

H

say that it is vastly more common than we can recognize.

15

let me illustrate that, if I may, with a statement you made.

16

You thanked Joe for his candor, saying that it was the first

11

opportunity you had ever had to talk face to face with a

18

pedophile.

Ill

know."

w

reason to know the numbers are so great, that some of your

21

friends and colleagues are pedophiles.

22

percent of all children are molested during childhood means

23

that we have more than one percent of the population involved

24

in this kind of problem.

25

diagnostic base.

26

pedophiles, by

27

exhibitionists and other kinds of sexually victimizing

28

And

I mumbled to myself at that time, "l-;.s far as you

Because the numbers are so great, we have every

iences.

The fact that 20 to 30

Not all of them come from the same

That is, we have chi
ly members.

~ve

molested by

have them exnoser'l to

But, the numbers mus·t be very large, ba
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victim experience we know.
ASSEMBLYV'JOMAN \'JRIGHT:

2

I am just going to pursue

3

that just one step

4

United States it is worse than maybe in foreign countries

5

where they seem to take and be more open with their education

6

of sex, with their daily l

7

We

8

and this sort of thing.

9

because we are prudish in our upbringing, or --

10
11

12

Do you think that here in the

always hear so much about Sweden and Finland and Nonvay,

DR. SUMMIT:

And I am just wondering, then, is it

I hope this is no affront to your

question, but
ASSEMBLY~vOMAN

DR. SUM.JI1IT:
Jt

s, as far as sex is concerned?

WRIGHT:

Nothing is.

the question is to me, like many

other questions addressed to Joe this morning, in the hope of
understanding this bizarre, strange and frightenina kind of

1~

world that you have never seen before, and you asked questions

l7

that demand answers, what causes it, is it our culture, is it

tH

our time, is it our families.

19

have no candor and no collective studies that are really

2o

accurate, it would be presumptuous of me to say whether social

21

factors or personal factors or biological factors are involved

22

Our state of knowledge is unbelievab

23

reflection of all of our wish not to know.
ASSEMBLY\'JOLV'u'\N WRIGHT:

And I would say that since we

primitive as a

I guess what my basic concern

25

is that we are going to end up with a society where we are

26

going to look sideways at every person we come in contract

27

with, or anyone who puts their arm around a child, or anyone

28

who cares for my child, that we are constantly going to be
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watchful, watchful, watchful to a point that it is going to be
2

worse.

DR. SUMMIT:

3

•

I

We arc not making it better.
Yes, that is a risk.

And in terms of

4

the greatest deterent, which a number of people volunteered

5

was public education as one of the major deterents to effective

6

public education.

7

children to be respectful of fire by putting it away somewhere

8

and not letting them know that it is there.

9

are not embarrassed at teaching children about the risks of

The fear of being afraid.

We don't teach

We don't -- we

10

fire in their own household.

We don't seem to think that

11

destroys their faith in the security of their home.

12

to think that it is worth keeping that home truly safe, and

l3

finding some way to acquaint children with the reasonable

14

dangers.

JS

relative risks of sexual molestation.

]I)

take candy from strangers."

l7

who look mysterious and menacing."

l!:l

your uncle, or your neighbor without any hesitation."

!9

we do that's worse, and I can't talk about this without

2r;

becoming aroused myself, and using examples that seem

21

assaultive, because of our wish to protect mostly ourselves

22

from the knowledge of this other world, when the child tells

23

us that he or she has been touched by this world, we say, "You

We seem

I think we don't have that capacity yet to deal with

must have made it up.

Instead, we say, "Don't

"Don't get in cars with people
"But jump in the car with
And what

This is not the kind of man who could

25

have done this."

26

somebody encourages the child to maintain this complaint, the

27

child will be humiliated and taught by a varietv of experts

28

that she did, in fact, lie, or was totally confused.

If they insist in going to court, or if
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I use the pronoun, "she," that is, itself, a misnomer.

On the

2

average, most of the victims of in·-·family abuse are female.

3

And most of the victims of chronic pedophilic attraction are

4

male.

5

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

Do many of the child victims

6

actually become convinced that they, in fact, did make it up?

7

I mean, do you find many cases that severe where people insist

8

repeatedly that, "You are fantasizing," and they actually go

9

across that threshhold, and begin to wonder, "Gee, maybe it

10
ll

didn't happen?"
DR. SUMMIT:

In my experience, which is biased

12

within the intrafamily sample -- most of my work is with

13

treatment programs for family sexual abuse -- and it is in

11

that area that I see the greatest confusion about reality.

IS

J6

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

Because there is a greater desire

to suppress?
DR. SDr-ll'!J.IT:

Well, so much suppression within the

18

home environment itself, and finally, the strange experience

19

of having suppressed that, sometimes having forgotten the

w

details of the experience, seeking treatment at some later

21

time for some of the pain of that experience, retrieving

22

the memories under the guidance of therapy, and then being

23

told very certainly that it had to be imagined because of the
kinds of belief, again, that we have provided ourselves, even

25

within the profession, that it is just not possible that any

26

large number of children could have been actuallv molested.

27

So, under those circumstances, treatment can be crazy-making.

28

Under circumstances of an individual

~:vho

has a clear and
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unchallenged knowledge that this happened, the consequences
2

3

•

of disbelief run more toward rage and outward destruction.
That is, boys who may have an opportunity to understand that

4

they were victims are not really given the opportunity to

5

work that out, and there is a certain amount of violent

6

behavior and anti-social behavior associatedwith at least

7

some of the survivors of childhood sexual abuse.

8

please don't take any association as categorical or uniform.

9

Some victims become violent.

And again,

Some victims become mentally

Some become addiction prone.

Others become

lO

disturbed.

ll

sexually hyperactive.

12

and third and fourth generations in close relationships and

13

parenting.

14

or strengthened by their ability to overcome it.

15

people we rarely hear from.

Many have difficulties in the second

And I am sure many survive the experience untouche

16

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

17

ASSEMBLYWOMAN WRIGHT:

Ill

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

And those

Do you have any further questions?
No.

We thank you very much, Doctor.

!9

have read some of your works.

20

testimony, when I read the transcript, that you gave in

21

December.

22

be calling upon you from time to time.

23

will make yourself available, because of the respect you do

2~

enjoy, and because, from what we have to learn from you and

25

from others as well.

I rather suspect that this Committee is going to

26

DR. SUMMIT:

27

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

28

1:10.

I was very impressed with the

And I hone that you

Thank you very much.
Thank you.

We have about five more minutes.

It is approximately
Is there anyone
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present who would like to testify that was not on our schedule
2

today?
(No response)

3

CHAIRJvlAN RAINS:

If not, I will just close by

5

thanking you.

6

California Senate for, I think, nine years, beinq in my third

7

term, this is one of the more revealing, one of the more

8

educational hearings that I have sat in on, much of it because

9

of the pedophile who came forward, but also because of the

This, to me, as now having been a member of the

10

testimony that we received from the law enforcement authori tie ,

11

the mothers of the victims, certainly Dr. Summit, but most of

12

all, the testimony that

11

the victims, which, I think, assisted me, to a very great

ll

extent in understanding the very, very traumatic experience

'-~

through which those people go, and not just <;tt a point ln

·1:1e

secured and received from some of

time, but indeed, over a lifetime in many cases.

The

..

testimony given today is going to, I think, assist us greatly

lB

in refining these bills, and developing others.

19

very hopeful t.hat as a result of today's hearings, that it is

w

more likely than ever that these bills will pass, will become

21

law.

~2

:z:l

I

And I am

want those of you interested to remain ln contact

with this Committee, and you may do so by gettin0 tlJe address,
phone number from either Hr. Cohen or Ms. Moss.

And we will

2S

provide you with information as it becomes available from time

26

to

27

this hearing will be prepared, and those of you who wish to

28

receive a copy of that transcript can do so if you merely

We want to receive input from you.
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inform us that you ,.muld like to receive one, at that point
2

in time when it is prepared.
Unless there is something further, I

3

time, conclude the hearing.

s
6

7

s

It is adjourned.

11, at

s

Thank you once

again.
(Whereupon, at 1:13 p.m., the hearing in the aboveentitled matter was adjourned.)
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